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Problem
An assessment of the vitality of the Seventh-day Adventist churches in the
Ontario Conference revealed a lack of multiplying congregations. This finding raised
serious concerns. At the same time, the Ontario population net growth continued to
increase at a higher rate than the Conference average net growth. There is a need for an
intentional approach in identifying barriers for church growth, developing a strategy to
remove these barriers, and initiating a congregational culture change that would unleash a
God-given multiplication potential in congregations. In order to facilitate the
congregational culture-change process, coaching in ministry would increase the chances
for an effective intervention.

Method
This intervention focused on the discovery process that would identify the
obstacles to growth by employing the measuring instrument and emphasizing the
qualitative factors of healthy congregations. The resulting analysis would inform the
development of the strategy focused on eliminating the identified barriers. Furthermore,
the analysis would show the collaboration of the intervention with the congregational
potential to multiply. The pastors would receive support from a peer coach with
experience in utilizing the measuring instrument throughout the intervention.

Results
This project determined that intervention with an emphasis on addressing the
congregational minimum growth factor would increase congregational health and release
the God-given natural development potential which leads to multiplication. Despite the
COVID-19 pandemic, two congregations that participated in the project successfully
completed the intervention. The measurement instrument effectively discovered the
obstacles to growth. The pastors, assisted by the coach, effectively led the strategic team
to develop an action plan to eliminate the minimum factors. After six months, the
analysis of the assessment instrument affirmed the projected outcome. Both participating
congregations registered an increase in the average health score and showed improved
scores in the minimum factor areas, in particular. Moreover, the multiplication theme
average score proportionally increased as well.

Conclusions
The intervention revealed that the process leading to congregational culture
change is complex and requires a willing congregation and a pastor who is a change
agent. The critical element in the process is dependence on God’s leading through
prayers, commitment to biblical principles, and faithfulness to the Great Commission.
Therefore, Conferences worldwide should develop a comprehensive strategy in
assessing congregational health by utilizing qualitative measuring instruments such as the
Natural Church Development (NCD) survey. In addition, a Conference-wide coaching
system should be established that provides peer-coaching support to pastors engaged in
the congregational culture-change processes.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Ferguson and Ferguson (2010) stated that every Christian biblical-based
movement throughout Christian church history had maintained the early church culture of
multiplication because these movements were led by the Holy Spirit (p. 21). According to
the National Study on Disciple Making in USA Churches (Grey Matter Research, 2020),
“fewer than 5% of churches in the US have a disciple making culture” founded in the
Great Commission (p. 3). Kidder (2015) also pointed out that the growth of the Adventist
movement at the beginning of the 20th century was able to keep up with the world’s
population growth. However, by the beginning of the 21st century, the ratio of growth
and Adventist churches changed in relation to the world’s population. At this point, the
rate of church growth does not keep up with the rise of the world’s population (p. 119).
Finally, Kidder (2015) concluded that North American Conferences will have to develop
an intentional growth strategy to guide established churches to a culture change that leads
to multiplication (p. 114). The project described in this chapter explored the principle of
the intervention leading to unleashing the culture of multiplication in growing churches
that would lead to a natural desire to multiply.
This introductory chapter describes a ministry context in which the lack of
multiplying churches is presented as the challenge and subsequently addressed. In
addition, it states and defines the problem this intervention addressed. The overview of
1

the task is given, and delimitations specified. Finally, it offers definitions for key terms
essential to this project. The description of the project process is also outlined, including
the scope of the theological review in chapter 2 and the relevant literature review
elaborated in chapter 3. The development of the intervention is also examined in chapter
4. In chapter 5, an evaluation of the intervention is delineated, emphasizing the
description of each of the eight phases of the intervention and the importance of coaching
during the intervention. In chapter 6, the impact of the intervention, lessons learned, and
recommendations for future consideration are laid out.

Description of the Ministry Context
The project was implemented in the Ontario Conference of Seventh-day
Adventists in Canada. I have been serving as the Director of Conference Evangelism and
Church Growth since 2013. In 2018, the responsibility of the Conference Executive
Secretary/VP for Administration was added to the Evangelism and Church Growth
portfolio. In the capacity of Church Growth Director, I manage the organization of new

congregations, oversee evangelism initiatives, and serve as an NCD Master Coach.
According to the Conference Church Growth report from December 2020, the
Conference has 175 congregations (132 churches, 25 companies, 18 groups) with an
average attendance of 20,500, representing 60% of the total membership of over 34,500
and a net growth rate of 0.96% (see Figure 1; Bibulović, 2021). Brian Ford, eAdentist.net
Director, reported that the Ontario Conference has the lowest number of declining
churches in the Canadian Union (Figure 2; Ford, 2021).

2

Figure 1. Comparison net growth, year end 2017-2020.

Figure 2. The conferences’ declining rate in the Canadian Union.

Since the COVID-19 pandemic affected church growth in 2020, I generated the
average growth data from the 2017–2020 comparison church growth report (Figure 1).
The Conference average annual net growth was 1.5%, with a yearly average of 795
baptisms and 132 professions of faith (see Figure 3).

3

Figure 3. Membership addition, comparison 2017-2020.

According to the North American Division indicators for four types of churches
(Cortes, 2020), the Ontario Conference reported that at the end of 2019, 34% of churches
grew, 47% plateaued, and 19% declined (see Figure 4). As a result of the COVID-19
pandemic, towards the end of 2020, 23% of congregations grew, 21% plateaued, and
56% declined (Bibulović, 2021). The Conference does not have a multiplying church (see
Figure 5). Detailed explanations of these indicators for four types of churches are given
in chapter 4.
A strategy is needed to lead churches to a culture change. Ideally, the churches
will experience health improvement, reproductive disciple-making, total member
involvement; thus, more churches will multiply.

4

Figure 4. Four kinds of churches in the Ontario Conference at the end of 2019.

Figure 5. Four kinds of churches in the Ontario Conference at the end of 2020.
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Statement of the Problem
According to Statistics Canada, Ontario’s population as of December 2020 is 13.9
million, and population growth has accelerated in recent years. In 2018–19 alone,
Ontario’s population increased by 1.7%, and in 2019–20, it increased by 1.8%. It was
projected that provincial growth would continue to accelerate at the growing rate of 2.1
percent (Ontario Ministry of Finance, 2020b). In addition, the statistical analysis of the
four types of churches in the Ontario Conference revealed that the Conference, as shown
in Figures 4 and 5, does not have a congregation that qualifies under the multiplication
category as defined by the North American Division church growth strategy (Bibulović,
2020a). The definitions and indicators of the four types of churches are further described
in chapter 4.
Therefore, the Ontario Conference needs to create a project that will lead its
congregations to foster a reproductive, disciple-making culture. This would allow the
Conference’s annual net growth to keep up with the provincial population’s projected net
increase of 2.1% and reach the Conference goal of 3.5% annual net growth (Bibulović,
2020a).

Statement of the Task
As indicated above and according to the North American Division requirements
for the four types of churches, the Ontario Conference currently does not have a
multiplying congregation. The task of this project, with the Holy Spirit’s help, was to
develop, implement, and evaluate prayerfully the pilot project of churches that would
initiate a culture change that led to multiplication in the Ontario Conference of the
Seventh-day Adventist Church. The project included working alongside the pastors
6

through coaching as they worked with their local congregations through the intervention.

Delimitations
The extent of this project was delimited in several ways. First, the project
included a minimum of two selected growing churches within the Ontario Conference.
Second, it included multiethnic, mid-size congregations. Third, the project was limited to
my finding qualifying congregations and their pastors. According to Malphurs and
Penfold (2014), there are two essential factors for culture change. The first one is the
“right pastor,” and the second factor is a “willing congregation” (p. 21). Fourth and fifth,
the investigation was limited to defining the current congregational culture and reality by
employing the NCD survey. The investigation focused on discovering and addressing the
minimum factors of the churches’ NCD quality characteristics, the lowest scored question
on the survey, and the questions on the NCD survey related to the multiplication theme.
Sixth, the intervention included coaching selected pastors and their leadership teams by
utilizing the Christ-centered, spiritual leadership and transmissional coaching principles
throughout the implementation (Blackaby & Royall, 2018, pp. 229-234; Braunberger,
2020, p. 187; Creswell, 2006, pp. 30-33; Ogne & Roehl, 2008, pp. 108-118).
Finally, I acknowledged that the congregational culture-change process might
need more than a year (Herrington, Bonem, & Furr, 2020, p. 151; Malphurs & Penfold,
2014, p. 58); however, I believed that church health and the multiplication indicators on
the NCD survey would increase after six months of intervention and signal the initiation
of culture change.

7

Description of the Project Process
The project included the development of the theological foundation, reviewing the
recent literature, constructing and executing a strategy, evaluating and delineating the
results and offering recommendations for future considerations.

Theological Reflection
In order to develop a theological foundation for initiating congregational culture
change to reflect reproduction and multiplication, the following topics were examined in
the Scriptures and church growth literature: (a) the origin of the biblical definition of
growth, (b) the concept of multiplication in the Old Testament, (c) the concept of
multiplication in the New Testament, (d) concept of multiplication in the Apostolic
church, and (e) Christ-centered coaching.

Review of Literature
Relevant literature was reviewed to discover elements essential for initiating a
church culture change that leads to multiplication. The review was conducted within the
scope of church growth with an emphasis on (a) church culture change, (b) a pastor as a
change agent, (c) exploring principles and habits of healthy churches that multiply with
emphasis on disciplemaking, and (d) coaching. The literature review findings informed
the strategy development that improves the congregation and initiates multiplication.

Development of the Intervention
The project intervention resulted from my observation in leading congregations in
employment and execution of the NCD surveys within the Ontario Conference. I believed
the congregational culture-change process would be initiated through improving
8

congregational health by addressing the minimum factor of the NCD (Folkenberg, 2002,
p. 14; Malphurs, 2013, p. 195; Mills, 2009, p. 109; Burrill & Evans, 2014, p. 17). In
addition, instilling a disciple-making system through intentional engagement in
leadership empowerment would unleash the God-given multiplication principle (Grey
Matter Research, 2020, p. 4; Montgomery, 2018, p. 261). I engaged in the coaching
relationship with the pastors for their ministry development, and emphasis would be
given to engaging the churches’ leadership in the transformational journey that leads to a
culture of multiplication. The project’s initial stage that leads to multiplication was
developed, implemented, and evaluated within six months.

Structure of the Intervention
The intervention was divided into three sections. The first section was further
divided into four phases. Phase one described steps in creating awareness on the necessity
of the initiative leading to growth improvement. The process of selecting participating
churches was laid out in phase two, and phases three and four described the process of
receiving necessary approvals from the Conference and local church leadership for the
implementation.
The second section described the method of identifying the level of church health
using the NCD survey in phase five, and the survey results were shared with the
congregations in phase six.
The third section was divided into phases seven and eight. Phase seven described
the implementation of the strategy developed to address the minimum factor on the
church health survey and principles learned from the theology of biblical growth by
multiplication and the literature review on church growth. In phase eight, the coaching
9

practices were evaluated, and a coaching plan was developed to lead pastors and local
church leadership in implementing the strategy. The churches were expected to improve
their health, unleash their multiplication potential, and serve as a model for other
congregations.

Research Methodology and Protocol
The effect of the intervention was evaluated by assessing the members’
perceptions of the eight quality characteristics of the healthy church established by the
NCD research (Burrill, 2004, p. 59; Burrill & Evans, 2014, p. 17; Folkenberg, 2002, p.
14; Malphurs, 2013, p. 195; Mills, 2009, p. 109; Schwarz, 2006, p. 22-40). According to
Powell, Mulder, and Griffin (2016), most challenges that prevent congregational growth
are adaptive challenges involving attitudes, values, and behaviors (p. 301). While the
quantitative growth can be effectively measured by attendance or baptism growth rate,
qualitative growth measures such as expressed values, attitudes, behaviors, and
perceptions were not readily available (Herrington et al., 2020, p. 30; Schwarz, 2006, p.
22). I implemented a qualitative approach by employing the NCD survey to measure
qualitative church growth (Schwarz, 2006, p. 42). In order to assess the impact of the
intervention and evaluate the initiation of the culture-change process, the second survey
was conducted after six months of implementation, and changes were observed. The
expected church health increase also reflected an increase in the multiplication factor
(Burrill, 2009, p. 57). Throughout the intervention, emphasis was placed on the coaching
of pastors. The early establishment of coaching relationships with pastors was essential in
initiating and accomplishing the implementation. Coaching effectiveness was evaluated

10

by the coachees’ ministry performance, which contributed to the implementation’s
desired outcomes.

Definition of Terms
Throughout this paper, an effort has been made to define key terms as they come
up in the text. However, some repeatedly used terms with critical meaning are defined
below.
Coaching is “partnering with clients in a thought-provoking and creative process
that inspires them to maximize their personal and professional potential” (Menendez &
Williams, 2015, p. 1). The intervention focused on coaching in the ministry context. For
effective coaching in ministry, Blackaby and Royall (2018) recommended a new
approach to coaching where “God is accepted as the primary party in coaching
relationships, there is a shared understanding of God, and self-actualization is not the
goal in coaching” (p. 31). Moreover, coaching in ministry should be Christ-centered
(Creswell, 2006, p. 6), and Scriptural and missional (Ogne & Roehl, 2008, p. 20).
Congregation is used as a unified term referring to three different types of
churches defined according to their organizational maturing and growing structure.
According to the Ontario Conference guidelines of establishing new congregations (see
Appendix A) at the beginning stage, the church is acknowledged as a group (church plant
core group or branch Sabbath school group), organized as a company, and becomes a
church once the company reaches over 55 baptized members and 60 in attendance.
Congregational culture is a “unique expression of the interaction of its shared
beliefs and values, which explain its behavior in general and display its unique expression
of its shared values and beliefs” (Malphurs & Penfold, 2014, p. 172). Kidder (2015)
11

stated that church culture is “the way of life of a group of people—the behaviors, beliefs,
values, and symbols that they accept, generally without thinking about them, that are
passed from one generation to the next by communication and imitation” (p. 36).
Discipleship is a process that influences a believer to be open to personal
transformation by the Holy Spirit who awakens the desire and supplies the means to
make other disciples (Kidder, 2015, p. 29). Furthermore, Jesus’ discipleship model is
based on the Great Commission in Matt 28 (Cook, 2012, p. 29; Harrington & Wiens,
2017, p. 32) and Jesus’ deployment of the disciples in Luke 10 (Gilbert, 2017, p. 257;
Trousdale & Sunshine, 2018, p. 36). Ng (2020) stated that the “goal of the Great
Commission is to make disciples” (p. xii). Moreover, he pointed out that disciple making
is part of the Seventh-day Adventist Mission statement: “Make disciples of Jesus Christ
who live as His loving witnesses and proclaim to all people the everlasting gospel of the
Three Angels’ Messages in preparation for His soon return (Matthew 28:18-20; Acts 1:8;
Revelation 14:6-12)” (p. xii). Absalom and Nettle (2012) defined biblical discipleship as
a “disciple making journey” (p. 36) that involves “intentional friendship with another
person with Jesus at its core” (p. 42). In addition, disciple making strives toward
Christian maturity that is defined in the ability to reproduce (Moore, 2012, p. 42; Ng,
2020, p. xiii).
A healthy congregation is a growing congregation with strong spirituality of its
leaders, good organization, and expressed concerns for others (Kidder, 2015, p. 32). In
addition, Herrington et al. (2020) stressed that healthy congregations have ongoing
leadership development and spiritual maturity initiatives that produce newly trained
leaders (p. 151). Schwarz (2006) discovered in the scientific research of a minimum of
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1,000 Christian churches in over 70 countries on all six continents that every healthy,
growing church has eight characteristics in common (p. 20). These characteristics are
“empowering leadership, gift-based ministry, passionate spirituality, effective structures,
inspiring worship service, holistic small groups, need-oriented evangelism and loving
relationships” (pp. 24-39). According to Burrill and Evans (2014), when eight quality
characteristics are “functioning optimally,” the church grows “all by itself” (p. 15). This
discovery is called “natural church development” (Schwarz, 2006, pp. 24-39).
Furthermore, he defined NCD as a “theological paradigm” (p. 87; see, also, Folkenberg,
2002, p. 1) based on the “biblical example of learning from the laws inherent in God’s
creation and applied within the Kingdom of God” (Schwarz, p. 65). The assumption of
NCD is that as obstacles to growth are removed, the church will naturally grow as God
has given it the ability to grow (Burrill & Evans, 2014, p. 18).
The NCD survey is a congregational assessment tool that measures “qualitative
growth with objective, and demonstrable criteria” (Schwarz, 2006, p. 22). The NCD
survey instrument evaluates eight biblical principles and determines how effectively they
function within a congregation compared to other churches (Burrill, 2004, p. 59). The
NCD study discovered that growing churches scored above a median of 50, which is
based on the calculated values obtained for each country (Schwarz, 2006, p. 40). The
Canadian median for each of the eight characteristics is calculated from the surveys
conducted in Canada.
Four Types of Churches is the new framework introduced by the North American
Division Evangelism department. It provides indicators for classifying congregations
according to their growth as declining, plateauing, growing, or multiplying (Cortes,
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2020). The Ontario Conference assessed and grouped congregations employing the
following indicators (see Appendix B).

Summary
This chapter has offered an introduction to the unmet challenge of a lack in
multiplying culture in Christian Churches across North America, particularly in the
Ontario Conference of Seventh-day Adventist congregations in Canada. The project
represents an attempt to address the aforementioned challenge through assessment
intervention by employing the qualitative measuring instrument. During the intervention,
three key factors were evaluated: (a) the effectiveness of the NCD survey in discovering
the growth obstacles and informing the strategy development process of removing the
barriers, (b) the validity of the eight quality characteristics of natural church development
that leads to unleashing the God-given principle of multiplication, and (c) the impact of
coaching in ministry.
It is my hope that this project will serve as a model for other congregations and
will inspire pastors to lead their churches to experience divine-driven growth.
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CHAPTER 2

THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION RELATING TO DEVELOPING
A THEOLOGICAL FOUNDATION FOR
INITIATING MULTIPLICATION

In order to identify the principle of a theological foundation for initiating
multiplication, this theological reflection examines the biblical concept of growth with an
emphasis on multiplication in the Old Testament and the New Testament. In the NT, the
focus is placed on Jesus’ ministry, His teachings and the activities and mission of the
Apostolic Church. Furthermore, emphasis is given on disciple-making, the biblical
potential for healthy church natural growth, and coaching spiritual leaders as essential
elements in leading to multiplication.

The Origin of the Biblical Growth
The concept of biblical growth is defined by McIntosh (2003) as the process of
progressive development or a concept “exploding from the life-giving nature of God” (p.
9). According to Doukhan (2016), the very first statement in the Bible, tyviareB.
(berē’shît, Gen 1:1) “In the beginning,” ~yhil{a/ (’elōhîm, Gen 1:1) “God,” points out
that there was beginning, and there was God (Bible Works, 2003). Doukhan (2016)
stressed that the word tyviare (rē’shît) is a technical term that specifically refers to the act
of creation (p. 48). The origin of everything that comes following that statement has its
meaning and definition from God’s nature (Doukhan, 2016, p. 49). Furthermore,
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Doukhan pointed out that the word ar"B' “bārā’” “created” is “exclusively” used with
God as its subject (p. 50). The word ar"B' “bārā’” always describes an activity of God,
never one of men, and points to the fact that creation “bears the imprint of God” (Nichol,
1978, p. 208).
McIntosh (2003) agreed that the opening statement, “In the beginning, God” (Gen
1:1), reflects the life-giving nature of God that is demonstrated in the acts of creation (p.
26). McIntosh also observed that God first established an environment to sustain life by
creating the heavens, the earth, and the water necessary for creation to live (Gen 1:2-10).
It was only once the environment to sustain life was created that the concept of growth
was introduced by the creation of plant life, aquatic life, and animal life in Genesis 1:1125 (p. 26). Doukhan (2016) elaborated that the phrase “without form, and void,”
associated with “darkness” in Genesis 1:2, does not necessarily reflect negativity and
emptiness. It represents the statement that creation was “triggered from outside” by God.
At the same time, it represents an opportunity that is now possible due to the presence of
“the Spirit of God” (p. 52). Furthermore, Doukhan stressed that the Hebrew word x;Wr
(rûach) in the OT is the principle of life. The presence of x;Wr (rûach), the Spirit of God
that is hovering above emptiness, communicates the promise of life and God’s
continuous support in sustaining creation and securing its growth and expansion (p. 52).
McIntosh (2003) affirmed that the biblical concept of growth goes beyond being
in a state of health, for example, the health needed for birds to fly or other living
creatures to move on the earth or swim in the waters. Rather, the biblical concept of
growth is to fulfill the ultimate God-given purpose and principle of growth, which is “be
fruitful and multiply” (Gen 1:22). It is more than a process of development; it is the
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concept of duplication or reproduction that leads to multiplication (p. 26). The same
biblical concept of growth revealed in the phrase “be fruitful and multiply” is not limited
only to the account of the creation of plants, animals, and humankind. Moreover, the
same concept is used to reflect God’s promise, covenant, and blessing upon His faithful
servants, families, His chosen people, and in the New Testament, His Church (McIntosh,
2003, p. 166).

Concept of Multiplication in the Old Testament
As indicated earlier, the origin of biblical growth is found in the book of Genesis,
in its first chapter, and reveals God’s given principle. Logan (2006, p. 19.) stated that
everything living and healthy is created with the natural potential for growth and
multiplication and represents “part of God’s design,” or as McIntosh (2003, p. 26.)
pointed out, it reflects “the life-giving nature of God.” (Logan, 2006, p. 19). The concept
of growth by multiplication is introduced in the first blessing found in Genesis 1:22:
“And God blessed them, saying, ‘Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the waters in the seas,
and let birds multiply on the earth.’"
Doukhan (2016) stressed that the phrase “God blessed” %r;B' (bārak) appears for
the first time in the account of the fifth day in Gen 1:22 and is associated with two
Hebrew words: hr'P' ((pārāh) “fruitfulness” and hb'r' ((rābāh) “multiply” (p. 59).
Wenham (1987) stated that the divine blessing %r;B' (bārak) is the continuation of God’s
act of creation and carries its own life-giving power and cannot be revoked by man (p.
24).
In our study, the emphasis is on following the phrase” “be fruitful and multiply”
in the OT and on exploring theological reflections learned from Scriptural examination.
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Four groups of Scriptural references are examined in the study. McIntosh (2003) pointed
out that God used the phrase “be fruitful and multiply” to refer to numerical growth in
nature, humanity, the blessing of a family, the numerical growth of Israel as a nation, and
the promise of the coming Messiah (p. 166).

Numerical Growth in Nature
After appearing for the first time in Genesis 1:22, the phrase “be fruitful and
multiply” appears for the second time in Genesis 1:28 in the blessing of the first couple.
Wenham (1987) pointed out that the same word for “blessing” %r;B' (bārak) associated
with words hr'P' ((pārāh) “fruitfulness” and hb'r' ((rābāh) “multiply” is used in verse 28
as pronounced on the animals in verse 22 (p. 32). However, according to Wenham, in
verse 22, only a command is given, while in verse 28, “and God said to them” is added,
reflecting a relationship between God and humankind where the God-given principle of
growth is manifested as a result of His blessing (p. 33).

Numerical Growth in Humanity
The subsequent three appearances of the phrase are found after the flood in
reference to humanity. Wenham (1987) pointed out that even after mankind had fallen
into sin, as seen in the chapters following Genesis 3, the growth and multiplication
principle remained (p. 192). Following God’s command to Noah’s family to exit the ark
(Gen 8:17), and before entering the covenant relationship (Gen 9:17), God blessed
Noah’s family with the same two words—hr'P' (pārāh) “fruitfulness” and hb'r' (rābāh)
“multiply”—used in Genesis 1:22 and Genesis 1:28 before the fall (p. 192). McIntosh
(2003) emphasized that in the context of creation and after the fall and flood, God’s
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mandate was for the various species to populate the earth by increasing in number (p.
166).
Blessing of Families
In addition to God’s blessing nature, the first couple, and Noah and his sons to
populate the earth, the same two words —hr'P' (pārāh) “fruitfulness” and hb'r' (rābāh)
“multiply”—are used in God’s promise to multiply the seeds of Abraham. This time they
are not used in the phrase “be fruitful and multiply.” However, the word hb'r' (rābāh)
“multiply” is found in Genesis 17:2 and 22:17, and the word hr'P' (pārāh) “fruitfulness”
in Genesis 17:6. In this context, they are used to echo God’s promise to Abraham as a
result of the covenant relationship in Genesis 12:2-3. Abraham had to believe and go,
without knowing where, in complete dependence upon God, and due to the covenant
relationship, he would be blessed and God would make of him a “great” lAdG"( (gādôl)
“nation” yAG (gôy) (Gen 12:2). Doukhan (2016) said that God’s promise, “I will make
you a great nation,” reflects the Creator and suggests the special connection between God
and Abraham’s descendants (p. 199).
The concept of multiplication in Abraham’s context represents the shift from
implying a numerical increase of population to fill the earth to an exceeding fruitfulness
and multiplication of a nation to fulfill a God-given purpose. For Abraham, the divine
calling led to obedience, which resulted in the blessing of multiplication through spiritual
sons and daughters in the faith for every generation in the future (Ross, 1996, p. 233). In
addition to the numeric growth of God’s people, the promise found in Gen 12:3 refers to
the Messianic promise of the “seed” given to the first couple in Gen 3:15 (Doukhan,
2016, p. 200). Furthermore, the second part of the promise, “and in you all the families of
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the earth shall be blessed," provides assurance that out of Abraham’s family line, the
“Redeemer” of the world would come, and all the families would be blessed through Him
(White, 2001c, p. 50).
The next time the phrase “be fruitful and multiply” is used is in Genesis 28:3.
"May God Almighty bless you, And make you fruitful and multiply you.” Isaac used the
same two words—hr'P' (pārāh) “fruitfulness” and hb'r' (rābāh) “multiply”—as he blessed
his son Jacob. God restated the promise in Genesis 35:11: “I am God Almighty. Be
fruitful and multiply; a nation and a company of nations shall proceed from you”; He
repeated it in Genesis 48:4.

Numerical Growth of Israel as a Nation
McIntosh (2012) pointed out that in addition to the formation of Israel as a nation,
this promise reflected the expectation that the nation would grow numerically (p. 22).
Doukhan (2016) added that God promised to give the promised land to Jacob’s
descendants who would multiply and be as numerous as the dust on the earth, and out of
his descendants, all the families would be blessed. He concluded that this was referring to
the Messianic hope (p. 340).
This represents another shift where God’s given principle of multiplication is
exercised to fulfill the purpose of resolving the problem humanity faced because of the
fall.
The confirmation of this conclusion is found in Exodus 1:7 where a fulfillment of
the promise is stated: “But the children of Israel were fruitful and increased abundantly,
multiplied and grew exceedingly mighty; and the land was filled with them.”
In addition to the two Hebrew words hr'P' (pārāh) “fruitfulness” and hb'r' (rābāh)
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“multiply” we already mentioned, in Exodus 1:7, we find three more words emphasizing
explosive growth: #r;v' (shārats) “increased abundantly,” daom. (me’ōd) “grew
exceedingly,” and ~c;[' (‘ātsam) “mighty.”
The words used to express explosive numeric growth indicate an intentional
invitation to the reader to conclude that the growth is a direct fulfillment of the covenant
promises made by God to Israel’s ancestors and the Spirit of God “hovering” over His
people. Dybdahl (1994) pointed out that God was not specifically mentioned; however,
dynamic growth and fulfillment of promises given to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob resulted
from God’s life-giving potential in action (p. 34).
Furthermore, McIntosh (2012) added that the people of Israel acknowledged that
the nation’s dynamic growth was conditional on their obedience (p. 22). In Leviticus
26:3, God promised Israel that if they kept His commandments, “I will look on you
favorably and make you fruitful, multiply you and confirm My covenant with you” (Lev
26:9). Again, the phrase found in the account of creation and expressed in the two
Hebrew words hr'P' (pārāh) “fruitfulness” and hb'r' (rābāh) “multiply” is used here. This
serves as a confirmation that God uses His life-giving potential of healthy growth and
multiplication to fulfill His purpose through His people (McIntosh, 2012, p. 22).

Numerical Growth of the Remnant
The final Scriptural reference to God’s blessing reflected in the two-word phrase
“be fruitful and multiply” is found in Jeremiah 23:3: “Then I Myself shall gather the
remnant of My flock out of all the countries where I have driven them and shall bring
them back to their pasture, and they will be fruitful and multiply” (NAS). The phrase is
used in conjunction with the promise of the coming Messiah (McIntosh, 2003, p. 166).
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This Messianic prophecy reveals God’s intervention to start, first, by addressing the
spiritual leaders in Israel (23:1-2). Moreover, the intervention would include the setting
up of new "shepherds over them who will feed them” (23:4). This statement is a response
to the evil shepherds mentioned in Ezekiel 34:8: “The shepherds fed themselves and did
not feed My flock.” The most significant aspect of the prophecy (23:5-6) is the
announcement of the Messianic time in and reinforcement of the Messianic prophecy: “I
will raise unto David a righteous Branch” by connecting it to the messianic prophecies in
Isa 11:1: “A Branch shall grow out of his roots,” and in Zechariah 3:8: “I am bringing
forth My Servant the BRANCH.” The prophecy culminated by the prediction of a King
who would be established and whose name would be “THE LORD OUR
RIGHTEOUSNESS,” referring to Christ who would rule with “judgment and justice”
(Nichol, 1978, p. 440). In this context, the blessing of God’s life-giving power would
cause His flock to “be fruitful and multiply” (23:3).
McIntosh (2003) suggested that the context described in Jeremiah 23:1-6
resonates with the Great Commission. The similarity is in Jesus’ declaration: “All
authority has been given to Me in heaven and on earth.” He then sent His disciples to “go
therefore and make disciples of all the nations” (Matt 28:18-20; p. 167). McIntosh (2003)
concluded that as the church takes the gospel to all nations, the church fulfills the
mandate of the numeric growth of the remnant to “be fruitful and multiply” (p. 167).

Concept of Multiplication in the New Testament
In our study of the concept of multiplication in the NT, the emphasis is given to
Jesus’ teachings for three particular reasons. First, to understand the context and establish
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the object of growth; second, to explore the principle and nature of growth; and third, to
discover growth methods.

The Context and Object of Growth
White (2001b) stated that the Jewish people expected the Messiah for thousands
of years. The Messianic expectation was strong among the Jews during the period after
the death of Herod the Great in 4 BCE (p. 509). The Old Testament prophecies, religious
festivals, practices, prayers, and their hope rested upon that event (Nichol, 1978, p. 41).
God chose Israel to preserve among the men the knowledge of His law and prophesies
that pointed to the Messiah (White, 2001b, p. 509). The prophetic statement “for My
House shall be called a House of prayer for all nations” (Isa 56:7) reflected God’s
intention for His temple at Jerusalem. However, Hanson and Oakman (1998) pointed out
that the temple system developed in the Herodian period was “oppressive” and perceived
by many as “banditry” (p. 155). Jesus confirmed this statement when He called the
temple a “cave of bandits” (Mark 11:17). It is clear that when Jesus rejected the temple as
a “cave of bandits,” He rejected it as an institution benefiting only a few (Hanson &
Oakman, 1998, p. 155). This violated the old Israelite hope and mandate to ensure that all
people would commune with God in the temple at Jerusalem. The question is asked:
What caused the Jewish people to miss the mark? The Jews looked for deliverance from
the twofold yoke imposed upon them by Ceasar and Herod. The Jewish people believed
that the Messianic prophecies pointed to a Messiah, a political figure who would both
deliver the Israelite nation from foreign oppression and bring all nations under its control.
These political aspirations thus distorted the Messianic hope. National pride effectively
prevented the recognition and acknowledgment of Jesus as the One to whom the prophets
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predicted (Nichol, 1978, p. 272).
Furthermore, White (2001b) pointed out that since the time when the Israelites
entered the promised land, they had lost their focus and fixed their hopes upon “worldly
greatness”; they did not follow God’s commandments (p. 509). She stressed that God’s
warning sent through His prophets was in vain. The Israelites had failed to accomplished
God's purpose to be the witness “to all peoples of the earth” (Deut 28:10; p. 513).
At the time of Jesus’ birth, while the Jews desired the coming of the Messiah,
they did not have the true concept of His mission. They had studied the prophecies but
lacked spiritual insight and overlooked the Scriptural references that pointed to the
humiliation of Christ’s first coming and instead, applied those that referred to the glory of
His second coming (White 2001b, p. 510).
The New Testament concept of “the fullness of time” emphasized by the Apostle
Paul in Galations 4:4-5 reflects the fulfillment of the Messianic prophecies from the
beginning of biblical history as referred to by Jesus in Luke 2:27: “And beginning at
Moses and all the Prophets, He expounded to them in all the Scriptures the things
concerning Himself.” According to Jesus, the students of the Old Testament, without
excuse, should know the time of His first coming, true concept, and purpose of His
mission. This is confirmed by the account of the wise men from the East who came to
Jerusalem (Matt 2:1). Knight (1994) said that it was “the great tragedy” of Matthew 2,
that the Jewish leaders were more concerned about what Herod might do than they were
excited about the arrival of the Messiah. Furthermore, he emphasized that they responded
to the possibility of Christ’s being born with complete indifference (p. 53). They did not
show any interest in going to Bethlehem nor had they expressed desire to learn more
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from the wise men. According to White (2001b), the Jewish spiritual leaders’ responses
represented the beginning of the rejection of Christ by the rabbis and priests. She pointed
out that their stubbornness and pride grow into hatred toward the Savior (p. 519).
Moreover, Matthew’s account of the wise men from the East shows the transition from
seeing only Jews as God’s representatives and a holy nation set apart to fulfill God’s
purpose to draw all nations to Him and His message. From this point on, moving forward,
the object of growth and divine attention shifted to all believing followers of Christ's
Kingdom.
Another example of the transition was the ministry of John the Baptist. White
(2001b) advised that the purpose of John the Baptist’s ministry was to address “the greed
for riches and the love of luxury” that was widespread among the Jewish people (p. 531).
John was to stand as a reformer by his lifestyle and messages. She pointed out that John
did not fully understand the nature of the Kingdom of Christ. John proclaimed the
message to “repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand” (Matt 3:2), hoping for Israel to
be delivered from her national foes and be ready to receive the King in righteousness.
Unfortunately, as the response to John the Baptist’s ministry worsened, he was put in
prison (Matt 4:12) and later executed (Matt 14:10).
From the beginning of the NT and especially the beginning of Jesus’ public
ministry, the object of growth shifted from the growth of Israel as a nation to the
Kingdom of God or the Kingdom of Heaven (Trousdale & Sunshine, 2018, p. 12).
In addition to preaching “the gospel of the kingdom” (Matt 4:23), Jesus invested
time and passion in the personal development of His disciples by inviting them to follow
Him and promising to teach them how “to fish for people” (Matt 4:19).
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According to McIntosh (2003), another object of growth in the NT that Jesus
guaranteed was the growth of the church. In the first mention of the church, Jesus
expressed His intention to be involved in the church’s growth with this statement: “I will
build My church” (Matt 16:18). The Greek word used in this verse is evkklhsi,a
(ekklesia), which means an assembly of people (Bible Works, 2003). In the NT, the word
represents an assembly of Christians (Douglas, 1985, p. 228). Furthermore, the word is
used in reference to a spiritual body composed of those who professed faith in Jesus
Christ for salvation. The word is also used to refer to an assembly of baptized Christians
who are organized into a congregation to fulfill the Great Commission in a particular
geographical area (McIntosh, 2003, p. 32).

The Principle and Nature of Growth
Before we can proceed with the study of the principle and nature of growth in the
New Testament, it is essential to understand the difference between the kingdom and the
church. The Douglas (1985) said that there is a connection between the kingdom and the
church. The Kingdom is the entire God’s redeeming activity in Christ in the world; the
Church is the assembly of those who belong to Jesus Christ (p. 695). According to
Trousdale and Sunshine (2018), the Kingdom should be understood as acknowledging
and obeying the authority of God (p. 47). They pointed out that there is a difference
between the Kingdom and the church. It is God’s purpose to build His Kingdom;
however, the church exists to promote and advance the Kingdom. The church is to
prepare and equip believers to accept and to obey Christ’s authority in all areas of life (p.
47). The church should not be seen as the end in itself, but it should be considered as the
means to build the Kingdom (p. 48).
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According to the Synoptic Gospels, the Kingdom of God or the Kingdom of
Heaven is the central theme of Jesus’ preaching. The Kingdom of Heaven has the same
meaning as the Kingdom of God; however, the Kingdom of Heaven is used in Matthew
because of the tendency in Judaism to avoid the direct use of the name of God (Douglas,
1985, p. 693). For example, Jesus’ first sermon, the Sermon on the Mount, is a
description of life in the Kingdom, and the central theme of most of Jesus’ parables is
about the Kingdom. Jesus used parables to fulfill the prophecy and reveal the “kept secret
from the foundation of the world” (Matt 13:35), and to illustrate unknown divine truths
by known earthly things familiar to the people. White (2001a) stated that in His teaching
from nature, Christ spoke of the things which He created and which had qualities,
potentials, and powers that He Himself had imprinted (p. 853).
In the study of the concept of multiplication, we will examine five of Jesus’
parables that addressed the growth concept. The first group of parables represents three
parables about the kingdom of God or the kingdom of heaven and lessons learned from
growing the seed. The second group of parables consists of two parables that address the
concept of the disciple’s individual growth.

The Parable of the Sower
The parable of the sower illustrates the things of the kingdom of heaven and
Christ’s work for His people (Scott, 1989, p. 55). White (2001a) implied that Christ is the
sower as revealed by Matthew: “He who sows the good seed is the Son of Man” (13:37).
Furthermore, according to White (2001a), Christ gave an example to His followers (p.
856).
Using the natural seed cast into the soil, Christ directed our attention to the gospel
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seed, saying that as a result, it would bring people back to God. By using the parable of
the seed, Christ declared that the same laws that govern sowing earthly seed also govern
sowing gospel seed (White, 2001a, p. 855).
According to Knight (1994), Jesus stressed in this parable the importance of the
quality of the ground where the seed is cast (p. 144). The success of the growth of the
seed does not depend on the quality of the seed, but on the quality of the soil it falls on
(Matt 13:3-8). Jesus also introduced the natural development of biopotential growth
which allows for a seed to develop into a plant and grow to its full potential by “yielding
a crop” (13:9). This illustration connects this principle in nature with the same natural
development and growth of those who hear the word and understand it, and then, “bear
fruit and produce: some a hundredfold, some sixty, some thirty” (13:23).
Matthew used two Greek words to define growth. The first one is karpofore,w
(karpophoreo) meaning to bear fruit, and the second is poie,w (poieo), meaning to make
(Strong, 1990, #2592, p. 39). In this context, the second word poie,w stands next to the
word “hundred” that implies the numerical progression beyond reproduction or addition.
It applies the numerical progression of multiplication. According to Jesus’ application of
the parable, He came to establish the kingdom of heaven by casting the seed of truth to all
people. However, only those who “hear and understand” will show the sign of divine
empowerment by being fruitful and multiplying’ the Kingdom of Heaven will expand
accordingly.

The Parable of the Mustard Seed
The parable of the mustard seed represents Jesus’ answer to a question to provide
more information about the Kingdom of God and compare it with something familiar to
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His listeners. Matthew did not include the questions posed in his account; however, both
Mark’s and Luke’s accounts start with questions: “How can I describe the Kingdom of
God? What story should I use to illustrate it? (Mark 4:30; Luke 13:18 NRS). Scott (1989)
suggested that the lesson Jesus’ wanted to teach was found in the contrast of size between
the mustard seed that “is smaller than all the seeds on earth” (Mark 4:31) and later when
“it grows up and becomes greater than all herbs” (4:32; p. 379). White (2001a) stressed
that the mustard seed grows by the life principle which the Creator implanted. The
development of the mustard seed does not depend on human power. Thus it is with the
kingdom of God (p. 867). It depends on divine power. Furthermore, Jesus referred to the
Kingdom of God at the beginning as insignificant and small, but by implanting God’s
principles and characteristics, it would show rapid growth, widespread influence, and be
all-inclusive (White, 2001a, p. 867).

The Parable of the Growing Seed
The parable of the growing seed is found only in Mark. In this parable, God’s
given principle of natural development and growth is further exposed. Each seed has
God-given potential to grow “by itself” (Mark 4:28). The Greek word used here is
auvto,matoj (automatos), and it means “moved by one’s own impulse” (Strong, 1990,
#844, p. 17). Schwarz (2006) pointed out that the parable shows what people can and
cannot do. The parable reveals that people should sow, harvest, and sleep, and rise (p.
14). The growth and development of the plant to bear fruit points to the divinely-given
potential to produce and multiply. The concept of growth is illustrated by the growth
progression in the development of the plant: “first the blade, then the head” (4:28).
In this parable, the concept of multiplication can be seen in the statement “after
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that the full grain in the head” (4:28). The Greek term used for “the full grain” is si/toj
(sitos); it is plural, meaning mature grain (Strong, 1990; #4621, p. 65). The final stage of
God’s given potential of growth and development is maturity that multiplies (White,
2001a, p. 869).

The Parable of the Talents
The parable of the talents gives another perspective of the kingdom of heaven
(Matt 25:14). This parable is placed following the parables that stress the readiness for
the Master’s return (Knight, 1994, p. 245). However, Knight also suggested that the
parable of the talents primarily answers a question: What is readiness? Or what should a
follower or disciple of Christ do while waiting and watching for Jesus’ return? (p. 245).
In addition, White (2001a) pointed out that Jesus shared this story to show His followers
what it meant to watch for His coming (p. 933). The lesson of the parable points to two
ways of responding to the responsibility given while waiting for the master to return.
Three stewards were entrusted with the talents, each according to his ability. One
way of responding to entrusted talents is by investing them on behalf of their master and
presenting the profit upon his return. The first stewards multiplied the talents given to
them. The one who received five talents made an additional five, and the one who
received two talents made another two talents (25:16-17). The concept of multiplication
of the entrusted talents while waiting for the master’s return was appreciated and
rewarded by the master. White (2001a) stressed that talents used in fullfilling God’s
purpose are talents that are multiplied. Moreover, the faithfulness of stewards is
demonstrated in working on their plan of addition, and in return, God will bless His
stewards by His plan of multiplication (p. 942).
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The second way of responding to entrusted talent while waiting for the master to
return is to bury it in the ground for safekeeping. According to Scott (1989), the third
servant behaved responsibly by burying the money for safekeeping (p. 225). Knight
(1994) confirmed that burying the money was not such a bad idea in the ancient world,
especially if one desired only security (p. 245). However, the Scripture reveals that the
master condemned and punished the servant who had done nothing, even though he knew
he was expected to be responsible (25:24). Knight concluded that Jesus’ followers and
His disciples are not equal in ability; however, they are expected to be equal in their
efforts. The parable teaches us that God expects good interest on His investment by His
faithful disciples (p. 246).

The Illustration of the True Vine
According to McIntosh (2003, p. 55), the most direct statement on how to glorify
God is found in the illustration of the true vine (John 15:1-17). Jesus said, “By this My
Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit; so you will be My disciples” (John 15:8
NKJ). Jesus’ statement reveals that bearing much fruit glorifies God and qualifies
someone as His disciple. The question is asked, How can someone “bear much fruit?”
The answer to this question is found in John 15:1-8. In the beginning, Jesus set
the stage by introducing Himself as the true Vine and source of nutrition for branches to
produce fruit and His Father as the Vinedresser who pruned the branches to bear fruit and
removed branches that did not bear fruit (15:1-2). Jesus brought forward four different
conditions of fruitfulness. The first condition is that a branch that is not “in” Him and
does not bear fruit would be removed by His Father (15:2). The second is a branch that
bears fruit. However, this is not a desirable condition, and the vinedresser needs to prune
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it (15:2). The third condition is a branch that, after being pruned, bears more fruit (15:2).
The Greek word used for “more” is pleiw/n (Strong, 1990, #4119, p. 58). The fourth
condition is a branch that bears “much” fruit (15:5). The Greek word used for “much” is
polu,j (Strong, #4183, p. 59). Two different Greek words are used to indicate numerical
progression resulting from divine intervention to bring the branch to a desirable
fruitfulness.
Jesus stressed that it is only by trusting Him and remaining in Him that He and
His Father will make them “bear much fruit” that will bring glory to His Father, and they
will be qualified as His disciples (15:5). Since bearing fruit is essential for a disciple,
McIntosh (2003) posed the question, “What exactly is fruit?” He suggested that there are
two dominant possibilities. First, Christ’s character or fruit of the Spirit that is produced
by the Holy Spirit (Gal 5:22-23). The second represents the new converts who will be
converted because of the disciples’ obedience to Jesus’ commission (p. 55). White
(2001b, p. 741) advised that all who are imbued with Jesus’ Spirit will love as Jesus
loved and will show the working of an influence that is above every human influence (p.
741).
According to Jesus, disciples are chosen and appointed by Him that they “should
go and bear fruit, and your fruit should remain” (John 15:16). This statement confirms
McIntosh’s (2003) suggestion that fruit represents new converts who are to be reached by
His disciples through the influence of the fruit of the Spirit (Nichol, 1978, p. 1044).
According to Jesus, His disciples would show fruitfulness in the development of their
character. Furthermore, their numbers would multiply by making new disciples through
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obedience to His Commission, influencing people by the love with which Jesus loved
them (15:9-17).
Jesus’ Method of Growth
In our study so far, we have explored the principle of growth found in Jesus’
parables. However, the principle needs a method to produce the result. In addition to
laying the foundation of His Kingdom and growth principle, He modeled the method to
bring qualitative and quantitative results.
Nunez (2020) stressed that Jesus represents a perfect combination between being
and doing (p. 52). According to Mark, the motivational aspect of Jesus’ method comes
from recognizing and accepting who He is (Mark 1:1-8, 16-20) and the power and
direction are granted by the Holy Spirit (Mark 1:9-10). The practical aspect is reflected in
Jesus’ invitation to discipleship: “Follow Me, and I will make you become fishers of
men” (1:17-18).
Nunez stated that two important ecclesiastical points could be seen in the
invitation of His first disciples, James, John, Peter, and Andrew. First, by selecting two
adults and two younger men, apprenticeship is embodied, and second, Jesus called them
in pairs, thus establishing a relational partnership (p. 61). By following Jesus, observing
His miracles, listening to His teachings, and accepting His instructions, the disciples
experienced qualitative growth. They grew to the point that they were equipped to be sent
out to preach Jesus’ message of the kingdom of God and they were given His power to
heal sicknesses and cast out demons (Mark 3:14-15).
Furthermore, by appointing 12 disciples, Jesus established a system with a small
group at its foundational nucleus (p. 61). Moore (2009) pointed out that He duplicated
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Himself in His disciples by selecting 12 disciples. He duplicated His knowledge,
experience, and power, and the disciples later did the same (pp. 110-111). Hull (2010)
stated that in selecting 12 disciples, Jesus multiplied Himself through the Twelve (p.
105).
The confirmation of the qualitative and quantitative aspects of Jesus’ growth
method is found in the Great Commission (Matt 28:16-20). Matthew pointed out human
weaknesses by indicating that there were “eleven disciples” (28:16), and some doubted
(28:17). However, that did not prevent Jesus from delegating the authority given to Him
(28:18).
Moreover, He commanded them: “Go therefore and make disciples of all the
nations” (28:19). The instruction is quantitative; however, the emphasis is on the spiritual
parenting journey that will make disciples who will follow Jesus’ teachings and accept
His commission, in turn to make new disciples. Moore (2009) pointed out that baptizing
new converts leads to quantitative growth by addition (p. 79). However, the command to
“make disciples” includes implementing Jesus’ method of duplicating or multiplying self
by engaging in an apprenticeship relationship and small group where new converts
experience qualitative growth and become disciples that make disciples, thus leading to
quantitative growth by multiplication (p. 81).
Moore (2012) observed that much of Christian ministry today is all about
gathering new converts or growth by addition, while Jesus’ method and strategy focused
on sending disciples to make disciples that, in turn, will make disciples which leads to
multiplication (p. 51). The fulfillment of the great commission and the growth of the
kingdom of God are to be accomplished by following Jesus’ example and using His
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method as modeled in the Apostolic Church (p. 111).

Concept of Multiplication in the
Apostolic Church
The book of Acts follows the actions of the disciples who proclaimed the good
news by following Jesus’ model given in the Great Commission and provides evidence
that the church grows numerically, geographically, and spiritually (McIntosh, 2003, p.
75).
According to Luke in his opening statement of Acts, following Jesus’ method
alone would not bring desirable growth. Therefore, Jesus commanded His disciples not to
leave Jerusalem until they had received the power introduced as the “promise of the
Father” (Acts 1:4).
Furthermore, in responding to the disciples’ question about “the kingdom of
Israel” (1:5-7), Jesus highlighted their lack of authority and introduced the source of their
power to come from above for the purpose of fulfilling His assignment of building His
kingdom. The first lesson in accepting Jesus’ method was to accept Jesus’ concept of
establishing His kingdom. They are to be Jesus’ witnesses in “Jerusalem, and in all Judea
and Samaria, and to the end of the earth” (1:8). This statement represents the outline for
the book of Acts (Nichol, 1978, p. 124).
Additionally, Luke introduced Jesus’ vision for the progression of His kingdom. It
was to start where they were, at the place of their comfort zone, and empowered by the
Holy Spirit; they would grow numerically, mature spiritually, and their influence would
multiply and expand geographically without boundaries.
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McIntosh (2003) stated that the book of Acts should be called the Act of the Holy
Spirit, since He empowered the believers to fulfill Christ’s Great Commission (p. 74).
Furthermore, following the empowering work of the Holy Spirit, the church experienced
explosive growth. At the beginning of the book of Acts, the author referenced that the
number of disciples was 120 (1:15). However, in the next chapter, the number grew from
120 to 3,000 within the same week (2:41). By the end of chapter 2, the growth pattern
was daily (2:47), and by chapter 4, the dynamic growth rate was confirmed. Disciples
witnessed the power of the Holy Spirit, and the church grew in a short time to 5,000 men
(4:4). McIntosh (2003) pointed out that even when the church faced a challenge and after
divine disciplinary intervention (5:1-11), “believers were increasingly added to the Lord,
multitudes of both men and women” (5:14).
The confirmation of Jesus’ method of preaching in small groups and large
gatherings is seen in this statement: “And daily in the temple, and in every house, they
did not cease teaching and preaching” (5:42). Furthermore, the result of Jesus’ strategy is
affirmed with the following statement: “The number of the disciples was multiplying”
(6:1). The Greek word prosti,qhmi (Strong, 1990, #4369, p. 62), “to add,” in (5:42)
indicated the growth of believers. However, the Greek word plhqu,nw (Strong, #4129, p.
58), “ to multiply,” reflects the fulfillment of the Great Commission and multiplication of
disciples.
Moore (2012) stressed that multiplication happens with the creation of disciplemaking circles (p. 52). As the church continued growing, the management crisis
prompted the disciples to multiply themselves by delegating responsibilities to “a man
full of faith and the Holy Spirit” (6:5). As a result, “the word of God spread, and the
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number of the disciples multiplied greatly” (6:7). For the second time, the Greek word
plhqu,nw (Strong, #4129, p. 58), “ to multiply,” indicates the disciple-making process in
progress. The gospel spread geographically beginning in Jerusalem (2:47; 4:4; 6:1, 7),
through Judea to Samaria (8:5, 12), Lyddia, Sharon, and Joppa (9:35, 42), and Phoenicia,
Cyprus, and Antioch (11:19-26). McIntosh (2003) brought to our attention the fact that
the book of Acts records not only the numerical and geographical growth of believers,
but also its spiritual growth (p. 75). The spiritual growth of believers in prayer is detailed
(2:42-47; 4:23-31). Furthermore, McIntosh pointed out that Luke’s emphasis on
numerical growth is not accidental, but intentional, and demonstrates a natural
expectation of a healthy church as a part of God’s blessing (p. 166). The usage of the two
primary words to describe the growth of the church in the book of Acts auvxa,nw
(Strong, #837, p. 17) “grow” and plhqu,nw (#4129, p. 58) “multiply,” reflects the similar
combination of two words used in the OT in the phrase “be fruitful and multiply.” The
word auvxa,nw, “grow,” is used in agriculture, while the word plhqu,nw, “multiply,” is
used in counting things or people (McIntosh, p. 166). These words are used together in
Acts 6:7 and 12:24.
In our study of the book of Acts, we explored the numeric growth of believers
(2:47; 4:4; 5:14) and disciples (6:1, 7) by multiplication. However, in Acts 9:31, the
strategy expanded from the multiplication of believers and disciples to the multiplication
of churches. The verse represents the summary of the geographical, numerical, and
spiritual multiplication:
Then the churches throughout all Judea, Galilee, and Samaria had peace and were
edified. And walking in the fear of the Lord and in the comfort of the Holy Spirit,
they were multiplied.
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By the work of the Holy Spirit, believers had peace and were edified, which led to
the multiplication of churches. As a result of the healthy state of the church, its members
and congregations grew spiritually, numerically, and organizationally. The state of
growth is reflected in this statement: “They were multiplied” (9:31). Furthermore, the
Greek word used for “edified,” oivkodome,w (Strong, #3618, p. 51) refers to a spiritual
process of creating an environment and experiences that promote growth (Nichol, 1978,
p. 239).
The early church experienced edification through relationships focused on
equipping believers for the work of ministry as the primary purpose of edifying the body
of Christ (Eph 4:11-16). The Greek word katartismo,j (Strong, #2677, p. 40) translated
“equipping” or “perfecting” (4:12; Ogne & Roehl, 2008, p. 60) describes the foundation
of relational empowerment or coaching (p. 60).

Christ-Centered Coaching
Logan (2006) pointed out that Paul’s ministry and missionary journey represented
an example of the growth process in the early church (p. 20). Paul’s growth process
began with his conversion on the road to Damascus (Acts 9:1-9), continued through His
being mentored and baptized by Ananias (9:10-18), and ended by his being coached by
Barnabas (9:26-30; 11:19-30).
Ogne and Roehl (2008) referred to an empowerment relationship between Paul
and Barnabas as a coaching relationship. According to them, coaching is a role of
bringing the disciple of Jesus to a “condition of fitness” to make disciples, which is
Christ’s commanded function of the church (pp. 61-62). Moreover, Barnabas and Paul
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demonstrated an empowerment relationship where the opinions of others were respected
(15:12); empowerment takes place while walking alongside one another (11:25-26), and
by stepping aside and letting go when needed (15:37-39). Furthermore, Paul became a
mission leader and church planter employing a relational approach to his ministry.
According to Ogne & Roehl (2008), Paul had developed ministry relationships with more
than one hundred “fellow servants” or fellow laborers” (p. 60). Paul’s success in church
planting was based on the mentoring or coaching of “fellow workers” such as Timothy (2
Tim 1:3-7). In his letter to Timothy, Paul revealed his method of developing ministry
relationships and instructed Timothy to do the same: “and the things that you have heard
from me among many witnesses, commit these to faithful men who will be able to teach
others also” (2 Tim 2:2).
Creswell (2006) stressed that in the church context, coaching would have to be
Christ-centered. According to Creswell, this coaching is a customized approach to a
conversation between two individuals who trust God (p. 7). Furthermore, this type of
coaching is effective at an individual (micro) level and an organizational (macro) level (p.
12).

Conclusion
By exploring the OT and NT references to the God-given life principle of growth,
this study represents the attempt to develop the theological foundation that leads to
initiating multiplication. The growth process by multiplication is an organic process
embodied in the creation of a God-originated entity, such as a church.
The OT study followed the growth principle of fruitfulness and multiplication as a
result of God’s blessing manifested in divine involvement and empowerment in the life
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of individuals, families, and the entire nation of Israel.
The NT study revealed the same organic, God-given life principle of progression
established in Creation and re-introduced by Jesus in His teachings and parables about
the Kingdom of heaven. Furthermore, Jesus initiated relational empowerment through
discipling His followers and in small groups, influencing them individually, and
subsequently, releasing them to continue the work of their Master. The theology of
growth by multiplication is further affirmed in the Great Commission by setting a
disciple-making concept where disciples are edified and equipped to make new disciples.
The study of the book of Acts confirms faithfulness to the Great Commission in
the early church and the continuation of the theology of growth by multiplication through
the empowerment of the Holy Spirit and empowering leadership. The Holy Spirit’s work
enhances the theology of natural development through empowerment on a personal or
micro level by equipping believers with the spiritual gifts necessary to strengthen the
growth of the church or growth on a macro level.
The theology of growth by multiplication is not satisfied with growth by addition
through adding new converts. Instead, the theology calls for the expectation that each
new convert will be led through an empowering relationship to the level of personal
growth and be sent out, thus bringing in new converts which will result in selfduplication. Micro growth leads to creating a multiplication culture in the church, leading
to the church’s macro growth by establishing new congregations.
This study suggests that a healthy church should grow automatically by the Godgiven growth principle and lead to creating the culture of multiplication. Therefore, it is
proposed that increasing church health by utilizing the Natural Church Development
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(NCD) process of addressing the minimum factor will set the stage for the creation of a
culture of multiplication. In the process, an empowerment relationship will be established
with the church pastor through Christ-centered coaching.
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CHAPTER 3

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, relevant literature is reviewed to discover elements essential for
initiating a church culture change that leads to multiplication. The review was conducted
within the scope of church growth with an emphasis on (a) church culture change, b) a
pastor’s role in church culture change, (c) exploring principles and habits of healthy
churches that multiply with emphasis on disciple making, and (d) coaching. The review
findings informed the development of a strategy that, when implemented, will lead a
church to improved health and will initiate multiplication.

Introduction
The Scriptural research in chapter 2 affirmed that God’s existence, involvement in
nature, and empowerment of His church by the Holy Spirit ensure growth by
multiplication. The question is then asked: Why are 70% of Protestant congregations in
America plateauing or declining (Herrington et al., 2020, p. 11; Ogne & Roehl, 2008, p.
8; Creswell, 2006, p. 2; Jenkins, 2011, p. 1). Moreover, Ogne and Roehl (2008) stressed
that only 52% of Protestant believers attending church are committed, while 75% of
clergy want to quit (pp. 8-9). Furthermore, Kinnaman and Hawkins (2011) conducted an
American study and concluded that young people between 18 and 29 years of age were
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“missing in action” from most churches (p. 22).
According to Creswell (2006), post-modernism, lack of leadership, untapped
potential, unrealistic expectations, and unworthy goals contribute to the declining state of
the church and ministry (pp. 3-5). After conducting quantitative and qualitative research
with more than 100 churches and their pastors in America, Malphurs and Penfold (2014)
agreed that the major reason why so many churches are plateaued or in decline is the loss
of vision or adoption of a wrong vision (p. 14). In addition, Ogne and Roehl (2008) added
that churches lost a sense of purpose or mission because they had become defenders of
doctrine and tradition in the face of a changing culture instead of identifying themselves
with the Great Commission (p. 9).
Kidder (2011) shared four challenges that the Seventh-day Adventist church in
North America is facing: (a) there is a lack of consistent spiritual life, (b) evangelism is
not a core value of most of our members, (c) we are not doing well in attracting young
people to the church, and (d) we are not attracting or keeping new converts (p. 130).
Kidder stressed that either we are going to continue doing what we are doing and become
irrelevant or we will engage in a venture that will transform our culture (p. 130).
Ogne and Roehl (2008, p. 14) and Malphurs (2013, p. 17) stressed that because
the external environment is constantly changing, the North American church’s culture
should shift accordingly. The church needs to be “transformissional.” According to Ogne
and Roehl (2008, p. 14), the church is truly “transformissional” when it is able to engage
in both the social transformation of the corresponding culture and the spiritual
transformation of individuals (p. 14). Moreover, Herrington et al. (2020) affirmed the call
for change since the church must remain relevant and effective and is a “dynamic
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organism in a rapidly changing mission field,” not a “stable institution” (p. 190).
Furthermore, Malphurs and Penfold (2014) pointed out that the church’s survival depends
on the capacity to adjust to changes in the external environment and conclude that the
church that “reads” the culture and adapts to it will survive and thrive spiritually (p. 169).
Before we can talk about congregational culture change, we first need to answer
this question: What is church or congregational culture?

What is Congregational Culture?
Wilson (2014) pointed out three fundamental elements of congregational culture:
values, narrative, and behavior (p. 28). Malphurs (2013) confirmed the three elements;
however, he replaced “behavior” with “expression.” He believed that churches were
“behaviour-expressed, values-driven, and beliefs-based” (p. 21). In addition, Easum and
Tenny-Brittian (2017) added vision and leadership as factors that determine a church’s
culture (p. 74).
According to Malphurs and Penfold (2014), a “church’s congregational culture is
its unique expression of the interaction of its shared beliefs and values, which explain its
behaviour in general and display its unique expression of its shared values and beliefs”
(p. 172). Kidder (2015) affirmed the three elements of church culture, yet he expanded its
definition. Kidder stated that church culture is “the way of life of a group of people—the
behaviours, beliefs, values, and symbols that they accept, generally without thinking
about them, that are passed from one generation to the next by communication and
imitation” (p. 36).
One of the most practical definitions of congregational culture is offered by
Malphurs and Penfold (2014): “A church’s organizational culture is its unique outward
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expression of its shared beliefs and values” (p. 172).
Ripley (2015) stated that if the church wants to grow, it will have to change its
structure and culture (p. 298). What will it take to change the church’s culture?

Changing the Congregational Culture
A congregational culture change is a comprehensive process and, according to
Malphurs (2013), involves six phases: (a) prayer for change, (b) a church analysis, (c)
reading the church’s culture, (d) learning why people resist change, (e) knowing how the
church and its leaders respond to change, and (f) using the tools that facilitate healthy
change (p. 146).
Malphurs and Penfold (2014) stressed two essential factors for church
revitalization and culture change. The first one is the “right pastor” and the second factor
is a “willing congregation” (p. 21; Kidder, 2011, p. 130). Ripley (2015) warned that
change is difficult, especially for members since they already believe that the current
structure and culture are working well (p. 299). Moreover, Kidder (2015) agreed that
changing the church culture is complex and brings pain, criticism, and challenges;
however, persistence until the end will have incredible results (p. 18).
Before considering the pastor as a change agent, we will review the
congregational culture-change process.

Congregational Culture-Change Process
Malphurs (2013) pointed out that the congregational culture-change process
involves three stages: unfreezing, changing, and refreezing (p. 175). Malphurs and
Penfold (2014) agreed with the recommended process, but they proposed four steps. The
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fourth step is added to ensure that the culture-change process will continue in the future
as needed. The recommended four-step culture-change process involves the following:
1. Step 1: Read the culture,
2. Step 2: thaw the culture
3. Step 3: transition the culture to a new level, and
4. Step 4: reform the new culture at the new level (p. 177).
To initiate unfreezing, the change agent inflicts pain by calling attention to the
struggling state of their churches (Malphurs, 2013, p. 179; Ripley, 2015, p. 299). “Most
of the declining churches know something is wrong but are ignoring it. It’s simply too
painful to face reality” (Malphurs, 2013, p. 179). Furthermore, Ripley (2015) stressed
that many churches and church leaders would rather look for excuses for their lack of
growth than engage in change by removing the “growth barrier” (p. 299). The change
agent will make the present state significantly uncomfortable by telling the church the
truth. Herrington et al. (2020) pointed out that a successful congregational culture-change
process defines the current reality and creates urgency (p. 26).
In addition, urgency is created by raising awareness that a church must change
before it can help others (Herrington et al., 2020, p. 26). Kotter (2012) stressed the
importance of establishing a sense of urgency and introduced it as the first step of his
strategy in leading to successful change (p. 22). Kidder (2018) agreed that the state of
being dissatisfied with the current condition presents an excellent place to start moving
toward change. He also believed that dissatisfaction that something is not in order is the
work of the Holy Spirit motivating towards change (p. 120).
The review revealed a common understanding that church assessments should
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inform the planning process in implementing the church’s culture change. However, there
is no alignment about the assessment tools to be used and the areas that should be
assessed.
Congregational Assessment
Herrington et al. (2020) recommended that the culture-change planning process
emerges from statistical analysis of exhaustive internal measures such as attendance,
giving, and membership, and external factors that include demographic, psychographic,
and community needs (p. 30). Powell et al. (2016) called the process “the adaptive
change process” (p. 301). According to them, most challenges that prevent
congregational growth and need to be changed are adaptive challenges involving
attitudes, values, and behaviors (p. 301).
As assessment strategies, Malphurs (2013) recommended “sixteen make-or-break
questions” (p. 187) and the NCD tool for a congregational environmental scan (p. 195).
Burrill (2004) pointed out that churches need help in discovering their weak spots (p. 59),
and Burrill and Evans (2014) recommended the NCD as an assessment tool (p. 17;
Folkenberg, 2002, p. 14; Malphurs, 2013, p. 195; Mills, 2009, p. 109). After a statistical
analysis of the results, Herrington et al. (2020) recommended selecting a strategic
planning team to oversee the strategy development process (p. 30).
The process involves the development of a mission and vision that guide the
congregation to identify priorities that will lead to achieving the mission and vision
(Herrington et al., 2020, p. 30; Ripley, 2015, p. 303; Malphurs and Penfold, 2014, p. 14;
Smith, 2018, p. 91). The literature review presented above suggests that the
congregational culture-change process is complex and calls for a strategic effort to
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produce the desired outcome.

Successful Congregational Culture Change
Malphurs (2013) acknowledged that a successful congregational culture-change
process depends on answering this question: “Does this change agree with or contradict
the core values and mission” based on the Great Commission? (p. 36). In addition, Ripley
(2015, p. 302) and Kidder (2011, p. 130) stressed that in order to secure a successful
change process in smaller congregations, the pastor should work through and alongside
the matriarch/patriarch in developing the mission and vision that is kept before the
people.
Furthermore, Coutta (2008) said, “The church leader will need to build trust stepby-step and increase understanding of the change through increased communication” (p.
32). Malphurs (2013, p. 146) and Kidder (2015, p. 46) also stated that an understanding
of the different kinds and levels of change are tools that a pastor, as a change agent, must
use to facilitate a healthy culture change (p. 146). Malphurs (2013) laid out three levels of
change: (a) change through compliance, (b) change through identification, and (c) change
through internalization (p. 150). Moreover, in order to foster successful culture change,
all proposed initiatives, programs, and events must be more intentional in fulfilling the
mission and vision (Ripley 2015, p. 303). Kidder (2015) also stressed that no church
program can initiate the cultural change that leads to a church’s growth. He concluded
that it will require church leaders to teach, model, and pray until church members
ascertain that it is their responsibility and privilege to share the gospel (p. 46). In
addition, Barna (2014) concluded that “when your church is able to consistently facilitate
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a personal metamorphosis among its people, then it is operating in the realm of
effectiveness” (p. 17).
Finally, this review discovered that an effective change agent leader is needed for
a successful culture-change process. According to Barna (2014), in order to be an
effective leader, someone must be called by God to lead, possess the character of a
person of God, and demonstrate a group of competencies that demonstrate leadership and
result in change such as the ability to lead by motivating, mobilizing, resourcing, and
directing people to pursue a shared vision from God (p. 32). Malphurs and Penfold
(2014) further researched more than 100 churches and their pastors in America and
discovered that when a church experiences the loss of a pastor, vision is one of the first
things to be lost (p. 14). Moreover, Malphurs and Penfold pointed out that each church
led by a pastor for more than five years adopts that pastor’s character (p. 28).
These findings suggest that a pastor is an agent of change and a key leader in the
process of congregational culture change. However, Barna (2014) disagreed that every
pastor is an effective agent of cultural change. In its research, Barna (2014) discovered
that highly effective churches distinguish between having someone in the position of
leadership and having a leader in charge (p. 32). Similarly, Kidder (2015) pointed out that
a position does not define a pastor as a leader, but his actions do (p. 20). Kidder stated
that a pastor can be paid or be a volunteer. Nevertheless, he concluded that an effective
pastor led by the Holy Spirit successfully leads a church to health and growth through a
clear vision and equips members for ministry (p. 13). In addition, Malphurs (2013, p.
184), Herrington et al. (2020, p. 166), Malphurs and Penfold (2014, p. 175), Ogne and
Roehl (2008), Kidder (2015, p. 13), Searcy and Henson (2009, p. 42), McIntosh (2012, p.
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27), and Putman and Harrington (2013, p. 98) agreed with the conclusion that the primary
catalytic factor for a church’s cultural change is the pastor.

Pastor as an Agent of Change
It was previously concluded that not all pastors can effectively lead a church
through a process of congregational change. According to Malphurs and Penfold (2014),
a pastor as a “culture sculptor” needs to possess certain qualities such as character and
spiritual qualifications, natural and spiritual gifts, passion and temperament (p. 175).
Malphurs (2013) affirmed that every church pastor must be a “culture architect” (p. 129).
A pastor first needs to be a visionary thinker. Malphurs (2013) stated that the
pastor’s success in leading his church through a change process depends on his ability to
know his church’s culture (p. 16). In addition to knowing a church’s culture, a pastor
needs to initiate and sustain creative tension to be a culture sculptor (Bazan, 2019, p.
156). Herrington et al. (2020) welcomed critical thinking as an essential ability that
allows a pastor to have a fresh look at a problem by removing the assumptions and
constraints that may have been imposed in the past (p. 196). Malphurs and Penfold
(2014) also affirmed that churches do not lack leaders but lack robust and visionary
leadership (p. 29). They went even further and clearly stated that “the problem is not the
lack of pastors, but it is the lack of capable, visionary pastors” (p. 30).
According to Herrington et al. (2020), creative tension is generated when the gap
between reality and vision is made clear (p. 166). Kidder (2015) confirmed that an
effective pastor creates an environment conducive to change and sees the process of
anchoring the church’s cultural change successfully by practicing critical thinking (p. 17).
Second, a pastor needs to be enduring and have the right temperament. McIntosh
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(2012, p. 27) and Malphurs (2013, p. 16) defined a pastor as a revitalization leader who
expects to encounter resistance while taking the church where it does not want to go but
needs to go and is willing to lead without affirmation and often with pain (p. 27).
Moreover, McIntosh pointed out that according to the DISC® personality profile, a
pastor who is an agent of change or revitalization leader usually falls into either the (D)
or the (I) personality type (p. 29). Pastors with (D) and (I) personalities are actionoriented leaders; however, they differ in leadership style. The (D) personality pastor is
dominant and directive, while the (I) personality pastor leads by influencing through
entertaining communication (p. 30). McIntosh stressed that God can even use pastors
with responsive-oriented personality types (S) or (C) to initiate change (p. 31). The (S)
personality pastor “likes to encourage and care for others,” while the (C) personality
pastor is “concerned with the details surrounding a project and highly conscientious about
getting the work done” (p. 31). However, they will have to build a strong team and use a
coach or a consultant (pp. 56, 84).
Third, a pastor needs to be wise and collaborative. McIntosh (2012) referred to an
effective change agent, a pastor who leads the church to change by planning the transition
and assisting members while slowly walking through the crisis zone (p. 134). Malphurs
(2013) pointed out that pastors should discover whether their core values are aligned with
their congregations’ values (p. 35).
Fourth, a pastor needs to be missional. According to Ogne and Roehl (2008), a
transformissional church requires a leader/pastor who engages the surrounding culture for
the gospel’s sake. This pastor is different from the traditional preacher or the CEO pastor.
They lead by modelling (p. 16). Furthermore, Roberts (2006) defined the local church as
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a “military base” where spiritual operations are designed, planned, and carried out. A
pastor is not seen as the preacher and chaplain, but as a soldier and diplomat who models
how it should be done in the field (p. 141). Kidder (2015) agreed with Roberts’ (2006)
local church definition as a “military base.” Kidder saw a pastor as a critical leader who
leads a congregation to become a “mission outpost” (p. 18).
In addition, the role of a pastor is to model evangelism and equip members as
evangelists (Kidder, p. 18). Malphurs (2013) affirmed that a pastor as a change agent will
have to be ready to ask three key questions in order to move a congregation to the next
level: (a) the missional question: “Where are we going?” (b) the strategy question: “How
will we get there?” and (c) the vision question: “What will it look like when we do get
there?” (p. 190). As a result, the church should develop a strategy to accomplish its
mission and vision.
Malphurs (2013) proposed that the church’s strategy should consist of the
following six items: (a) community outreach, (b) disciple making, (c) congregational
involvement, (d) staffing, (e) setting, and (f) funding (p. 192).
In order to keep pace with the rapid changes in culture and ministry and make
sure that all pastors are missional culture architects, Ogne and Roehl (2008) concluded
that “transformissional” coaching is needed (p. 19). This is spiritual coaching within the
context and reality that provides guidance and accountability to help leaders lead
churches successfully until real change is accomplished (Ogne & Roehl, 2008, p. 19;
Nielsen, 2021, p. 153).
Before spiritual coaching that leads to effective ministry is addressed, we will
focus on the church growth principles that lead to multiplication.
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Church Growth That Leads to Multiplication
According to Herrington et al. (2020), congregations that show a high level of
growth foster the momentum for ongoing transformation that comes out of two factors:
(a) periodical assessment of the current reality and (b) ability to establish internal
alignment around the mission and vision (p. 148). Reflecting on the Great Commission
and the report about the Apostolic Church in Acts, Kidder (2011) concluded that the
church will grow qualitatively and quantitatively when it obeys the Great Commission
“more intelligently, more effectively, and more fervently” (p. 19). Likewise,
congregations will receive the abundant blessing manifested in numerical, geographical,
and spiritual growth once the members assume responsibility for the church growth,
share the Gospel, and train new believers to become responsible Christians themselves
(Earle, 2017, p. 175; Kidder, p. 19). In his congregational research on factors that lead to
biblical growth, McIntosh (2003, p. 14) and Malphurs (2013, p. 126) discovered two
main factors that played a significant role in a church’s growth. Growing churches
demonstrate a spiritual passion for sharing the gospel and involving newcomers, while
declining churches demonstrate a selfish attitude. In addition, Herrington et al. (2020, p.
11) and Malphurs (2013, p. 126) emphasized that healthy and growing churches are
reaching people for Christ while disciplining and ministering to their members (p. 11).
Furthermore, Herrington et al. (p. 11) and Wormack (2021, p. 100) believed that a church
will grow when it understands and is genuinely committed to the biblical principle of
demonstrating and sharing the gospel in relevant ways (p. 11). Malphurs (2013) also
suggested that the church will grow if the following growing factors are in place: (a)
empowering leader, (b) clear missional vision, (c) membership is involved in ministries,
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and (d) “the church’s back door is closed through ministries that help new members
assimilate” within a community of faith (p. 126). Moreover, McIntosh (2003) discovered
that churches that experience biblical growth possess the following biblical principles:
“the right premise, the right priority, the right philosophy, the right plan, and the right
procedure” (p. 169). Furthermore, the dynamic interaction of biblical principles will
reflect the congregational principle of multiplication (p. 169). Ferguson and Bird (2018)
believed that the main difference that leads to multiplication is a shift from counting
people who “show up” to counting the “leaders who do God’s work” (p. 214). In
addition, they elaborated on the need for a shift by asking the following question: “Is it
possible that the church attendance is growing, but the impact of the church is
shrinking?” (p. 221). Ferguson and Bird (2018) endorsed the three-layered shift that
churches need to make to experience multiplication: (a) “shift from an internal focus to
an external focus,” (b) “shift from program development to people development,” and (c)
“shift from church-based leadership to kingdom-based leadership” (pp. 221-223).
Ferguson and Bird (2018) further elaborated on the shift of a church’s culture that
is needed to produce exponential growth. They introduce “the culture of hero making”
where the church leaders implement five essential practices of hero making: (a)
multiplication thinking, (a) permission-giving, (c) disciple multiplying, (d) gift activating,
and (e) kingdom building (p. 279).
Considering the multiplication growth in the Seventh-day Adventist churches,
Williams (2020) stated that “multiplication is the essence of the gospel” (p. 6). Moreover,
he endorsed the missional guide for Adventist Churches in North America that leads to
congregational culture change and results in growth by multiplication. The missional
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guide consists of six actions: (a) love, (b) serve, (c) baptize, (d) equip, (e) plant, and (f)
revitalize (p. 6).
By reviewing the literature, I discovered that a shift is needed in the church’s
culture to produce growth by multiplication. However, Moore (2009) observed that
pastors and churches have a hard time advancing from “addition mentality” or only
adding members without making them disciples who in turn produce new disciples (p.
11). Moreover, he believed that addition is easier than multiplication, which is more
challenging to maintain once embraced (p. 16).
As indicated earlier, a church’s culture expresses the church’s unique beliefs and
values and is manifested in the church’s principles and habits. In an effort to discover
congregational elements for multiplication, the review explores literature emphasizing
practices of healthy churches that multiply.

Principles and Habits of Healthy
Churches That Multiply
In this study, a healthy church is defined as one where every member moved by
the indwelling life of Christ grows, serves, witnesses, and builds up others (Burns, 2020,
p. 115; Kidder, 2011, p. 22). Churches differ in their principles and habits according to
the size and the context. Barna (2014) stated that highly effective congregations have
many habits; however, only those that are intentional, strategic, productive, and biblically
consistent enable effective ministries (p. 25).
In addition, Kidder (2011, p. 23; 2015, p. 14), Malphurs (2013, p. 126), Mancini
and Hartman (2020, p. 99), Powell et al. (2016, p. 267), and Trousdale and Sunshine
(2018, p. 36) stated that faithfulness to the Great Commission and the church’s biblical
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purpose of proclaiming the gospel locally and globally makes the church missional.
Roberts (2006, p. 122) also pointed out that when the church fulfills the Great
Commission and its purpose in its context, community involvement will grow, multiply,
and become “glocal” (p. 122). According to Roberts, the term “glocal” means that the
church both shows the love of Christ and shares the love of Christ locally and globally
simultaneously (p. 132). In addition, Colon and Colon (2016) discovered in their study of
41 congregations that highly effective and growing churches are active in public
evangelism, small-group evangelism, and personal evangelism (p. 105).
After surveying 23 healthy and growing Seventh-day Adventist churches in North
America, Kidder (2015) concluded that in all of them, strong spirituality could be seen in
the leadership, organization, and expressed concerns for others (p. 32).
Moreover, Herrington et al. (2020) stressed that healthy congregations have
ongoing leadership development and spiritual maturity initiatives that produce newly
trained leaders “every twelve months” (p. 151).
Bullon (2017, p. 19), Ferguson and Bird (2018, p. 230), De Jesus (2018, p. 77),
Kidder (2015, p. 32), Powell et al. (2016, p. 48), and Ransbottom-Stallons (2017, p. 138)
emphasized the intentional involvement of all members in kingdom building through acts
of kindness in the community. Colon and Colon (2016) spoke of an Adventist church
where a senior pastor challenged church members to engage in kingdom-building
assignments and do acts of kindness in the community. As a result of the challenge, the
church started the Acts of Kindness community ministry, and the church membership
doubled in less than ten years (p. 102). There is consensus that highly effective and
growing churches have their activities, programs, and structure aligned to their vision and
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mission (DeNeal, 2019, p. 7; Hackley, 2017, p. 105; Logan, 2018, p. 107). Kidder (2015)
stated that 85% of growing churches in America revalued their program and priorities
during the last five years and aligned them according to their vision and mission (p. 32).
Moreover, programs and ministries categorized as “essential but non-productive” were
redefined to reflect disciple making principles (Kidder, p. 32).

Disciple Making Principles
The review discovered that the fastest growing churches and church movements
worldwide grow by following Jesus’s discipleship model (Bevins, 2019, p. 15; Rise &
Townend, 2020, p. 20; Trousdale & Sunshine, 2018, p. 36). Kidder (2015) defined
Christian discipleship as the process that influences a believer to be open to personal
transformation by the Holy Spirit who awakens the desire and supplies the means to
make other disciples (p. 29).
Furthermore, Jesus’ discipleship model is based on the Great Commission in
Matthew 28 (Cook, 2012, p. 29; Harrington & Wiens, 2017, p. 3) and on Jesus’
deployment of the disciples in Luke 10 (Gilbert, 2017, p. 257; Trousdale & Sunshine,
2018, p. 36). Ferguson and Bird (2018) further clarified that Jesus commanded to make
disciples of nations, “not of church attendees” (p. 55). The discipleship process should
not clone the church members, but the disciples who disciple (Bevins, 2017, p. 42;
Brewer, 2020, p. 160; 2021, p. 156; WagenerSmith, 2020, p. 45). Hull and Harrington
(2014) expressed concern that the church has reduced discipleship to a program rather
than a life of following Christ and His teachings (p. 13).
Hull and Harrington (2014) further pointed out that the terms “evangelism” and
“discipleship” are not in the Bible (p. 14). Moore (2012, p. 42) and Absalom and Nettle
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(2012, p. 36) defined biblical discipleship as a “disciplemaking” journey that involves
“intentional friendship with another person with Jesus at its core” (p. 42). Moreover,
disciple making aims at the Christian maturity defined in the ability to reproduce yourself
(Moore, 2012, p. 42). According to Hull and Harrington (2014), disciple making is a twopart process described in the Great Commission. The first part of making disciples leads a
person to trust and follow Jesus that is confirmed in baptism. The second part of disciple
making is “teaching people to obey all that Jesus commanded” (p. 15).
In addition, Del Toro (2020) stated that disciples who make disciples begin with
God. It is God’s response to a disciple’s prayer for a divine appointment to share the
gospel (p. 125).
The study of the principles and habits of highly effective and growing churches
reveals that their church leaders, starting with a pastor, prioritize multiplying, leading to
the churches’ culture shift resulting in multiplication. Ferguson and Bird (2018)
confirmed the contribution of the culture shift to church growth and concluded that a
“disciple multiplier culture” is founded on three principles: (a) priority of relationships,
not a curriculum, (b) focus on sending capacity over seating capacity, and (c) exercise of
“hand-off” authority rather than “hold on” to it (pp. 159-162).
The review revealed that the disciple multiplier culture is declining in the Western
World (Bevins, 2017, p. 42; 2019, p. 12; Trousdale & Sunshine, 2018, p. 37). Grey
Matter Research (2020) found that “fewer than 5% of churches in the United States have
a reproducing disciplemaking culture” (p. 3).
One of the key recommendations of the National Study on Disciple Making in the
USA was that senior pastors must embrace disciple making as a core mission of the local
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church (Grey Matter Research, 2020, p. 4; Montgomery, 2018, p. 261). The findings also
revealed that pastors of churches in the United States with the reproducing disciplemaking culture “see their single most important leadership role as coaching and
equipping people to be disciple makers” (p. 9).

Coaching
Coaching today is seen as a new phenomenon (Menendez & Williams, 2015, p.
xix), although the foundation of coaching can be found in the Scriptures. According to
Trousdale and Sunshine (2018), “the biblical model of apostles, prophets, evangelists,
pastors, and teachers is a coaching model” (p. 88). Menendez and Williams (2015)
suggested that coaching is multidisciplinary and founded on “pursuing life improvement,
personal development and the exploration of meaning” (p. xix).

What is Coaching?
Today's most accepted working coaching definition is the International Coaching
Foundation (ICF) definition (Blackaby & Royall, 2018, p. 31; Menendez & Williams,
2015, p. 1). The ICF defines coaching as “partnering with clients in a thought-provoking
and creative process that inspires them to maximize their personal and professional
potential” (Menendez & Williams 2015, p. 1).
The Institute For Life Coach Training defines coaching on its website as “a
professional relationship that helps people produce extraordinary results in their lives,
careers, businesses or organizations, helping them to bridge the gap between where they
are now and where they want to be” (Institute For Life Coach Training, n.d., para. 1). I
recommend Stoltzfus’ (2012) definition, where coaching is defined “as the art of helping
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people grow without telling them what to do” (para. 1). Finally, Webb (2016) defined a
coach as someone who “empowers people to think deeply, explore other available
resources and make informed decisions” (p. 15) (see also Collins, 2009, p. 13; Hastings,
2012, p. xv).
Stanier (2016) distinguished between “coaching for performance and coaching for
development” (p. 40). He pointed out that addressing and solving a specific problem or
challenge is “coaching for performance,” while “coaching for development” is turning
the focus from the issue to the person with the issue (p. 40). Moreover, Stanier (2016)
recommended the 3Ps model as a framework for deepening the conversation’s focus on a
challenge that might be a project, people, or patterns (p. 43).
However, Blackaby and Royall (2018) argued that the ICF’s working definition of
coaching leaves out the concept of God and spirituality (p. 31).
For effective coaching in ministry, Blackaby and Royall recommended a new
approach to coaching that is Christ-centered (Creswell, 2006, p. 6), biblical, and includes
the following essential elements: (a) God is accepted as the primary party in coaching
relationships, (b) there is a shared understanding of God, and (c) self-actualization is not
the goal in coaching (p. 31).

Effective Coaching
Erdös, Haan, and Heusinkveld (2021) published research findings on context
sensitivity as a key factor in coaching effectiveness. They pointed out that in addition to
trust, commitment, and self-efficacy, the context factors significantly contribute to
coaching effectiveness and are “the most influential elements for positive coaching” (p.
2). Following the findings, I conclude that the most effective coaching in ministry should
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be contextualized by utilizing Christian coaching models conducted by pastors and
spiritual leaders. In research done on peer coaching among pastors, Braunberger (2020)
concluded that “peer coaching is effective, affordable, and significantly increases the
confidence and performance among coachees” (p. 175).
I discovered a few coaching approaches and models that can be effectively used
in coaching in the ministry context.

Coaching in Ministry
Before exploring coaching models, we will examine coaching approaches in the
ministry context. Webb (2016) defined “coaching in ministry” as “an ongoing intentional
conversation that empowers a person or group to fully live out God’s calling” (p. 28).
This coaching approach involves more than just helping the coachee achieve a
desirable goal but achieving God’s purpose in the coachee’s life (Blackaby & Royall,
2018, p. 31; Malphurs and Penfold, 2014, p. 189; Webb, 2016, p. 30).
Furthermore, the emphasis is on the Holy Spirit’s perspective and how the Holy
Spirit is leading the coachee (Webb, 2016, p. 31). Quiñones (2019) emphasized the fact
that the most valuable lesson a spiritual leader needs to learn is that “listening to the Holy
Spirit is the first step in ministry” (para. 4).
Creswell (2006, p. 13) and Webb (2016, p. 34) pointed out that asking questions
is an excellent method for helping the coachee listen to the Holy Spirit. In addition,
“questions naturally draw content from the coachee” (Webb, p. 34).
Moreover, Robey (2012) placed great importance on using the Scriptures in
coaching by connecting the coachee with a Bible story, believing that this is the place in
the coaching process where the Holy Spirit may be most at work (p. 4).
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The COACH Model
Webb (2016) introduced the COACH Model® that follows a pattern and engages
the action-reflection cycle through holistic and empowering conversations that allow the
coachee to get fresh insight and foster forward movement (p. 41). Moreover, The
COACH Model® is powered by questions in five steps that spell out the word “coach”:
(C) connect, (O) outcome, (A) awareness, (C) course, and (H) highlights (p. 43).

Christian Coaching
Collins (2009) defined “Christian coaching” as the “practice of guiding and
enabling individuals or groups to move from where they are to where God wants them to
be” (p. 23). In addition, “Christian coaching” helps congregations clarify visions and
build better relationships and can be used effectively to help accomplish the goals of
discipleship (p. 20).
In this model, Collins pointed out that good coaches HEAR what the coachee says
by listening for “(H) hopes, (E) energies, (A) attitudes, and (R) routines” (p. 104).
Furthermore, the most critical aspect of this coaching model is that everything revolves
around the person of Jesus Christ (p. 117). For effective Christian coaching, Collins
introduced the coaching “road map” or coaching model with four parts, each defined by a
question: (a) “awareness—where are we now?” (b) “vision—where do we want to go?”
(c) “strategy and action—how do we get there?” and (d) “obstacles—what gets in the
way?” (p. 117).

Christ-centered Coaching
Creswell (2006) pointed out that “Christ-centered coaching” is focused on the
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kingdom perspective centered in Christ, and questions asked are related to Scripture in
the process of assisting ministry leaders to move forward (p. 17). This coaching approach
is special because it causes ministry leaders to renew and deepen their dependence on and
relationship with Jesus Christ (Creswell, 2006, p. 8; Malphurs, 2013, p. 184). Creswell
(2006) also recommended Christ-centered coaching as an excellent tool for introducing
nonbelievers to Jesus Christ (p. 120). Christ-centered coaching focuses on discovery, as
well, since the power of the Holy Spirit is most at work in the discovery process
(Creswell, 2006, p. 13).
Moreover, Creswell (2006) revealed that Christ-centered coaching combines
“coaching-prompting discovery” and “mentoring-filling” in some information from
experience (p. 16). The Christ-centered coaching discovery process is modelled through
seven benefits of a coachee’s experience: (a) “orienting around strengths”, (b) “clarity
and focus”, (c) “confidence”, (d) “learning”, (e) “intentional progress”, (f) “coaching
others”, and (g) “God-sized goals” (Creswell, 2006, pp. 30-33).

Spiritual Leadership Coaching
Spiritual Leadership Coaching (SLC) brings a different approach to Christian
coaching. Spiritual leadership coaching aims to enable people to embrace God’s will.
Blackaby and Royall (2018) defined SLC as “spirit-led, use of prayer, Scripture, and
coaching skills to invite awareness of the activity of God and to help people align their
life, and those they lead, with God’s purposes” (p. 32). The model “removes the coach
from the central stage of the discussion and instead brings the Holy Spirit to the central
stage” (p. 23). According to Blackaby and Royall, coaching is approached from a
biblically-informed viewpoint, convinced that God is actively at work in and around each
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person (p. 24). They pointed out that the SLC method can be seen as an additional
discipleship tool (p. 24). However, they stressed that SLC is not identical to discipleship.
The coaching process emphasizes specific areas the coachee seeks to improve or
problems the coachee wishes to solve (p. 29).
The SLC method consists of three essential aspects: prayer, Scripture, and
coaching and three “positive assumptions”: (a) “every coachee is created in God’s image
and an emotionally and spiritually healthy to connect with God,” (b) “people are
capable,” and (c) “people that are being coached are responsible” (pp. 35-36). Finally,
Blackaby and Royall (2018) introduced “six necessary comforts” for effective spiritual
coaching: (a) “not having all the answers,” (b) “creative silence,” (c) “patience with
ambiguity,” (d) “balancing grace and truth,” (e) “calling for commitment,” and (f) “being
attentive to the person, voice, and activity of God” (pp. 229-234).

TransforMissional Coaching
Ogne and Roehl (2008) defined transfomissional coaching as an incarnational
relationship leading to life and ministry empowerment. In this approach, coaches help
people develop their God-given potential to grow personally and make a valuable
contribution to the Kingdom of God (p. 26). Ogne and Roehl (2008) also claimed that
tranformissional coaching helps “approaches for mission and evangelism” since it
involves assisting church leaders in adjusting church activities to be more fruitful for
God’s kingdom (p. 20). They indicated that there are four coaching arenas (4Cs): call,
culture, character, and community (p. 30). They introduced two models or approaches to
coaching conversations that can be effectively applied in a ministry context (pp. 108118).
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The first model, the G.R.O.W., fosters a strategic planning approach and consists
of four targeted questions: “What is the goal?; what is reality?; what are your options?;
and what will you do?” (Ogne & Roehl, 2008, pp. 108-114).
The second model, 4D FLOW, is more flexible, spiritually sensitive, and
relational. The 4D FLOW model promotes a spiritual discernment approach exploring
four areas: (a) “discern—where is God working?”; (b) “discover—how does He want me
to participate?”; (c) “develop—what are the next steps?”; and (d) “depend—What do I
need?” (Ogne & Roehl, 2008, pp. 115-118).

Effectiveness of Coaching in Ministry
After comparing findings from research on coaching in ministry, Ogne and Roehl
(2008) stated that denominations that implemented coaching systems show their church
planting success rate increased from 30-50% to 80-90% (p. 79). It was also discovered
that those church planters who met weekly with a coach grew churches that averaged
twice the size of those with no coach (p. 79). In addition, Blackaby and Royall (2018)
emphasized that “training retention typically is only 20-40%, but when the training is
paired with personalized coaching, long-term learning and skill acquisition increases to
about 75%” (p. 36). Furthermore, Ogne and Roehl (2008) pointed out the Australian
doctoral dissertation study done by Buck Rogers where the purpose of the study was on
the quality of peer coaching and influence on pastoral ministry (p. 80). Ogne and Roehl
(2008, pp. 80-81) and Braunberger (2020, p. 187) affirmed that “peer coaching” in
ministry is effective, valuable, and strategic.
After reviewing the coaching models, methods, and approaches, I am confident
that any of them, if applied, would enhance ministry.
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Conclusion
This review was conducted on the premise that the Holy Spirit is actively engaged
in empowering the body of Christ in proclaiming the gospel as a fulfillment of the Great
Commission. However, the study discovered that less than 5% of churches in the United
States have a “reproducing disciplemaking culture” (Grey Matter Research, 2020, p. 3),
are highly effective in their communities, and experience growth by multiplication.
The review was limited to works exploring highly effective and healthy churches’
principles, practices, and strategies. The purpose of the study was to discover key factors
that can help plateauing or slightly-growing churches to become healthy and multiply.
The study revealed that one of the critical factors is dynamic congregational culture. This
dynamic congregational culture corresponds successfully to rapidly changing external
environments and engages in cultural change. Nevertheless, the change agent is needed to
initiate the culture-change process. The literature review findings concluded that a pastor
is the most effective change agent. However, not all pastors will naturally successfully
lead the change process. According to McIntosh (2012, p. 27) and Malphurs (2013, p.
16), a pastor needs to be spiritual, missional, visionary, strategic, enduring, and have the
right temperament. In addition, in order to initiate the culture shift, the pastor needs to
exercise wisdom and work with the matriarch/patriarch in smaller churches to develop
the mission and vision. The church’s vision and mission need to be repeatedly
communicated, as well.
This review revealed that defining the current congregational reality is the most
critical element for initiating the congregational culture-change process. The
congregation’s mission and vision must be biblical and informed by assessment analysis.
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The planning process for change also emerges from quantitative and qualitative internal
and external assessments. The quantitative measures include attendance, giving,
membership, demographics, and psychographic and community needs (Herrington et al.,
2020, p. 30; Sahlin, 2004, p. 21). The qualitative measures include assessing
congregational weaknesses and attitudes and employing the NCD as a health diagnostic
tool. The literature review revealed that there is a need for further research on how to
measure disciple making involvement and the process of its implementation (Ferguson &
Bird, 2018, p. 216).
Moreover, the study pointed out that addressing church growth obstacles and
aligning programs and activities with the church’s vision and mission are insufficient in
order to initiate the cultural change that leads to multiplication. The research discovered
that only intentional disciple making initiatives that aim to get every member involved in
being a disciple who will disciple others would provide an environment for a reproducing
disciple making culture. I acknowledge that there is a common understanding that
disciples who make disciples begin with God and God’s response to the disciple’s prayer.
Furthermore, the literature review revealed that it takes more than a year before
the new reproducing, disciple making culture emerges and the cultural shift is generated.
Despite the fact that an extended period is needed for a cultural change, I believe that the
multiplying culture will be detected by the NCD survey within six months of
implementation (detailed in chapter 4).
Finally, this literature review suggests that the congregational culture-change
process is complex and calls for strategic effort supported by a coach to produce the
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desired outcome. I conclude that the most effective coaching in ministry should be
contextualized by utilizing Christ-centered, coaching models.
The insights gained from the review were implemented in the intervention with
two churches and their pastors for six months.
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CHAPTER 4

DESCRIPTION OF THE INITIATIVE
According to McIntosh (2003), Luke’s record in Acts (1:15; 2:41, 47; 4:4) says
the early church “experienced dynamic growth” (p. 165). Moore (2009) pointed out that
the explosive biblical growth of the early church resulted from Jesus’ ministry and the
establishment of a disciple-making foundation. However, White (2009) added that it was
also the power and work of the Holy Spirit that led to this growth. She stated that “the
Holy Spirit did for them that which they could not have accomplished for themselves in a
lifetime” (p. 26.). The church exercised the culture of multiplication, becoming an
unstoppable movement. Ferguson and Ferguson (2010) believed that every Christian
biblical-based movement throughout Christian church maintained the Early Church
culture of multiplication because of leading by the Holy Spirit (p. 21). Burrill (2009)
pointed out that the Seventh-day Adventist Church was brought into existence by God.
He stressed that the Adventist Church is not just another denomination; it is God’s called
movement to prepare a people for the coming of Jesus (p. 23). According to Burrill, a
culture of evangelism occurs when “the priority of the church leaders and the self-identity
is wrapped up in the fulfillment of the great commission” (p. 19). I believe that every
Adventist Church leader desires to preserve the historic growth of the Seventh-day
Adventist movement. According to Kidder (2015), the growth of the Adventist
movement at the beginning of the 20th century was able to keep up with the world’s
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population growth. However, by the beginning of the 21st century, the ratio of growth
and planting Adventist churches as per the world’s population changed. This points to a
rate of church growth which does not keep up with the rise of the world’s population (p.
119).
Kidder (2015) concluded that North American Conferences will have to develop
an intentional growth strategy that will lead “established churches to plant new churches
that will in turn, also plant new churches” (p. 114). One of the lessons learned from
interviewing 92 pastors and extensive research of Adventist Church growth in North
America was that the foundation of the multiplication culture comes as a result of
disciple-making (p. 119).
The initiative described in this chapter explored the principle of unleashing the
culture of multiplication in growing churches that would lead to a natural desire to
multiply. This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section describes the steps
in creating awareness of the project, selecting participating churches, and receiving
necessary approvals from the Conference and local church leadership for the
implementation. The second section lays out a method of identifying church health by
using the NCD survey and processing the survey results with the local church.
The third section provides a description of the implementation of the strategy
developed from the church health survey and implementing multiplication principles
developed out of the theology of biblical growth by multiplication and literature review
on the topic of church growth.

Development of the Initiative
The Ontario Conference of Seventh-day Adventists needs healthy churches that
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will plant new churches to reach the Province of Ontario’s population of 13.9 million.
According to Statistics Canada, Ontario’s population growth has accelerated in recent
years, starting in the summer of 2016. In 2018–19 alone, Ontario’s population increased
by 1.7 %, and in 2019 -20, it increased by 1.8 %. It was projected that provincial growth
would continue to accelerate at the rate of 1.7% annually (Ontario Ministry of Finance,
2020a, Continued population growth section, paras. 2–3).
Therefore, the Ontario Conference needs to create a project that will lead to net
growth to keep up with provincial population growth. According to the Ontario
Conference Church Growth report from December 2020, the Conference had over 34,500
members and 175 congregations, with a net growth rate of 0.96 % (Bibulović, 2021).
Burrill (2009) stated tht the NCD discovery process would bring church growth
back to its early church dynamic potential (p. 57). The natural church development
biblical principle was discussed earlier in chapter 2. Burrill pointed out that natural
church development represents a return to the biblical principles of early church growth.
He stated that “these principles are much more in harmony with Adventist thinking” (p.
57). According to Schwartz (2006), the church assessment of eight quality characteristics
discovers the obstacles of growth. The hindrances for growth, in return, represent the
minimum scored quality characteristics out of the eight qualities. It was proposed that
increasing church health by addressing the minimum factor of the natural church
development quality characteristics would unleash natural growth potential by
multiplication. In addition to the minimum factor or the lowest quality characteristic in
this pilot project, the lowest scored question on the survey was taken into consideration
as the immediate obstacle for growth. It was believed that if the minimum scored
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question was addressed, the disciple-making foundation would be established among the
church leaders, which would then lead to increased retention of new believers.
This chapter is divided into three sections. The first section is further divided into
four phases. Phase one describes steps in creating awareness of the necessity of the
initiative leading to growth improvement. The process of selecting participating churches
is laid out in phase two, and phases three and four describe the process of receiving the
necessary approvals from the Conference and local church leadership for the
implementation.
The second section, phase five, described the implementation of a method of
identifying church health by using the NCD survey. Phase six is the description of the
survey results from the congregations.
The third section is divided into phases seven and eight. Phase seven provides a
description of the implementation of the strategy developed in order to address the
minimum factor in the church health survey and principles learn out from the theology of
biblical growth by multiplication and the literature review on the topic of church growth.
In phase eight, the coaching plan is developed for leading pastors and local church
leadership in implementing the strategy.

Phase One: Creating Awareness of the Necessity
for the Initiative to Improve Growth
As a member of the church growth committee for 12 years and its chair for the
last six years, it has been my practice to analyze conference-wide growth over the
previous few years and compare the net growth percentage. However, we recently started
comparing the conference net growth with the provincial net growth.
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This comparison led to the eye-opening conclusion that most of the communities
were growing at a faster rate than our church communities. A few years ago, I attended
the church growth convention in Orlando, Florida billed as “Exponential.” The
convention had a strong emphasis on multiplication and church planting. Ferguson and
Ferguson (2010) introduced the concept of new thinking in a church growth context.
They challenged denominational leadership to shift from growth “by addition” to growth
“by multiplication”—the growth by mathematical progression as in nature (p. 13).
Wilson, Ferguson, and Hirsch (2015) identified five different levels of multiplication in
churches. These are level 1: subtracting, level 2: plateauing, level 3: adding, level 4:
reproducing, and level 5: multiplying (see Figure 6).

Figure 6. Five levels of multiplication.

Hirisch (2015) shared insights into the five-levels of the multiplication
framework. It relates better to the church planting context or creating the church planting
movements (p. 88).
According to the current analysis of the Ontario Conference congregations,
implementing a level-5 church would not represent a workable framework. The Adventist
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context and church growth mindset are not as advanced in church planting and
congregational multiplication. The North American Division Evangelism Department
recently started promoting events and creating opportunities for church leaders to meet
and be exposed to the best practices in creative evangelism, church growth, and
particularly, church planting conferences such as eHuddle and Church Planters Boot
Camp (North American Division Ministerial Association, 2021).
In February 2020 at the eHuddle, the North American Division Evangelism
Department introduced the new framework on congregational identification according to
growth level. Cortes (2020) presented four types of churches, declining, plateauing,
growing, and multiplying, as well as indicators for identifying different types of church
growth.
To create an awareness and impart the necessity of our need to improve the
condition of our churches in the Ontario Conference, we conducted a congregational
analysis of all churches and companies and grouped them by growth level utilizing the
North American Division Evangelism Department indicators. The Conference
Administration selected the assessment team and authorized them to complete the study.
The assessment team used available data and grouped congregations according to the
following indicators:
Indicators of a multiplying church:
• Sponsored a church plant in the last seven years
• =>7% of attendance in annual baptisms (includes daughter churches)
• =>7% annual attendance growth (includes daughter churches)
Indicators of a growing church:
• Over > 4% annual growth in annual attendance
• Over > 4% of attendance in annual growth in baptisms
Indicators of a plateauing church:
• 0-4% annual growth in attendance per year and/or
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•

0-4% of attendance in annual growth in baptisms

Indicators of a declining church:
• Attendance is decreasing or
• No baptisms in the last two years
The research was presented and approved on September 24, 2020, at the Church
Growth and Evangelism Committee. According to the analysis, 34% of congregations
were growing, but there was no church identified as a multiplying church (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Four kinds of church assessments in the Ontario Conference, Sept. 2020. Data
from Bibulović (2020b).

It was estimated that churches were growing by biological growth and mostly by
baptizing relatives and friends of the church members who were invited to public
evangelistic events. It is likely that after a few weeks or a few months, the number of
baptized members who attended the public evangelistic initiatives and were baptized as
the result of responding to the appeal at the event will not remain in the church or become
active church members.
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The pilot project of leading congregations to multiplication complements the
Ontario Conference’s current vision and strategic plan of leading congregations to
improve their health. The project was presented to the Church Growth and Evangelism
Committee for endorsement.
It was proposed that the process would lead churches to congregational health
improvement and served as a catalyst for natural growth by multiplication. It was
expected that at least two pastors and their congregational leadership teams would accept
the challenge, commit to the transformational journey, and participate in the pilot project.

Phase Two: Selection of Participating
Congregations
The selection process of participating congregations included more than just
randomly selecting the most convenient congregations. Herrington et al. (2020) stressed
that a successful transformational journey calls for defined leaders who are willing to
face the challenges, work together to remove the obstacles, and be ready to engage in a
coaching process that will lead to their personal leadership transformation (p. 161).
This pilot project was not a revitalization process that would transform a declining
church to become a growing church; however, it was envisioned as a transformational
process that would lead the growing church to increase growth by reproducing and
multiplying. The first stage of selection was identifying pastors of growing congregations
from among the pastors who responded to the invitation to participate. The conferencewide study using membership growth, baptisms, and attendance was used to select
growing congregations.
The selection was not limited only to congregations with church status;
congregations with company status were considered, as well. The second layer in the
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selection process was interviewing each pastor of the growing congregation in order to
detect his level of commitment to the process, desire to improve personal leadership
skills, and show a vision for his congregation to experience a transformation that would
lead to multiplication. Malphurs and Penfold (2014) pointed out that a successful
transformational process that leads to congregational transformation needs “reenvisioning pastoral leadership” (p. 33).
The final stage in the selection process was the congregational visit during the
Sabbath morning worship service. The purpose of the visit was to get to know key church
leaders and establish a connection that would lead to mutual respect and willingness to
engage in the transformational journey for an extensive period of time.

Phase Three: Receiving Conference Approval
As indicated earlier, the initiative was to be accepted by the Church Growth and
Evangelism Committee as one of the church growth strategies. The Church Growth and
Evangelism Committee members are Regional Ministerial Representatives, Departmental
Conference Directors, and administration. The regional ministerial representatives are
selected as field representatives from 11 ministerial regions and chair the Regional
Ministerial Associations.
Following the Church Growth and Evangelism Committee approval, the
Ministerial Field Representatives involved district pastors in their respective regions,
shared the study, as well as solicited the pastors’ feedback. Coaching was also offered to
field representatives and pastors to lead their churches to improved congregational health
by conducting the NCD survey. The initiative was approved prior to the Conference
workers’ meeting and during the time of the Conference presentation, an opportunity was
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given for pastors to engage in the revitalization process with their congregations. The
Administration also formally approved the pilot study to be used for the Doctor of
Ministry project at Andrews University.

Phase Four: Receiving Congregational Approval
Selection of the congregation only by observation and interaction with the
congregational leadership would have been insufficient. In this phase, I sought leadership
approval from the selected churches by sending a letter to the Church Board. The letter
was given to the pastor as the Board Chair to present at the Board meeting. The letter
provided a brief introduction to the Conference-wide pilot project and the intention of the
study to be part of the Doctor of Ministry project. The local leadership team was
subsequently invited to commit to a journey that focused on providing church health
improvement, which would lead to a church culture change. The leaders were assured
that there was no financial commitment needed and that my involvement would be to
provide Christ-centered coaching during the time of implementation.
Finally, the church was asked to conduct two NCD surveys, one at the beginning
of the project and the second one at the end of the implementation. Commitment to the
pilot project and conducting the NCD surveys were Board-voted actions.

Phase Five: Method of Identifying Church
Health Using the Natural Church
Development Survey
Following congregational approval and local Board voted action, the congregation
was asked in the next phase to take the first NCD survey followed by the appropriate
result processing and the implementation of the survey report strategic plan. The NCD
survey was done by the NCD Canada web-based secured survey system managed by the
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Ontario Conference Church Growth Department. Detailed instruction was provided, and
it was expected to be followed by NCD Canada survey instructions. The instruction
document covered three main areas: essential elements of the natural church development
concept, selecting the survey participants, and conducting the survey.

Understanding the Basic Elements of
Natural Church Development
It was important that the selected congregations have an initial understanding of
the basic elements of NCD before the survey was conducted. To prepare the church for
the survey, it was necessary for a sermon and a presentation to be given that would
include the essential information about the eight quality characteristics, organic (all -byitself) growth principles, and the NCD cycle process (Schwarz, 2006).
This basic understanding was accomplished by preaching a sermon on the
importance of the church’s health for the harvest. Folkenberg (2002) introduced the NCD
paradigm to the Seventh-day Adventist Church context and pointed to the necessity of
church health for the harvest.
The concept of harvest is used in the NT to illustrate two elements of the Church.
According to John 4:35-38, disciples are to lift their eyes and look at the fields ready for
the harvest. The first element is the ongoing mission of the church. The church needs
health for the continuous harvest—ongoing outreach activities.
The second element of the Christian church that is illustrated by harvest is found
in Matthew 13:39, where Jesus was saying that “the harvest is the end of the age, and the
reapers are the angels.” The same concept is confirmed by the John in Revelation 14:15
where Jesus’ Second Coming is described as a harvest: “for the harvest of the earth is
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ripe.” In addition Matthew and John, Paul stressed the importance of church health at
Jesus’ Second Coming in Ephesians 5:27: “That He might present her to Himself a
glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or any such thing, but that she should be holy
and without blemish.”
Once the theological concept of the importance of church health was laid out, the
paradigm of natural development was shared. More theological reflection on the idea of
NCD and the “all by itself” theological concept found in Mark 4:28-29 have already been
discussed in chapter 2.
Notably, it was recognized that some Seventh-day Adventist local church
leadership teams questioned the biblical authenticity of the NCD theological concept. In
order to help the local church’s leadership teams understand the natural development
theological paradigm in the Adventist context, two books were given to the pastor and
church elders:
1. The All by Itself Adventist by Christian A. Schwarz (2015).
2. Creating Healthy Adventist Churches through Natural Church Development
by Russell Burrill and Tom L. Evans (2014).

It was of utmost importance for the local church leadership team to be committed
to conducting the initial survey and the follow-up process of health improvement. It was
essential to secure the commitment before conducting the survey.

Selecting the Survey Participants
The next step in preparation for the survey was selection of the survey
participants. In order to receive accurate results, it was recommended that 30 individuals
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be selected who met all the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

be a member of a small group,
be actively involved in ministry and performing a regular task,
be committed to the life and growth of the congregation,
reflect the congregational demographic, and
include the majority of individuals who are not serving as church officers.

If there were more than 30 people in a congregation, only 30 people were selected
from those who fit all these criteria. A broad representative range of people in the life of
the church (tenure, age, gender) who matched the requirements were considered. Those
not invited to complete the first survey would be asked for the following survey.
Once the participants were selected, an invitation was sent for a meeting to
complete the survey. Setting aside time after a church service was usually the most
effective.

Conducting the Survey
It was important that the meeting be well prepared and the invitation be given in
advance. There were three things to consider. First, a short presentation was prepared to
explain the purpose of the meeting and how the collected data would be stored, especially
if the survey was conducted online. The survey was available on paper and online. I
found it helpful to let them know that the data would be stored by NCD Canada and
would be released as a report. The report would be sent to the Conference and the church
pastor, and then shared with the church leadership and the church. The presentation was
no more than 15 minutes.
Second, copies were prepared of the NCD survey form and pens were provided
for the participants. Those who were willing to do the survey online were asked to
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provide their email addresses ahead of the meeting. The online link was sent before the
meeting.
Third, it was essential to be clear about the instructions found on the front of the
NCD survey form. They covered what to consider when the survey referred to leaders,
groups, small groups, worship services, and churches. For example, the definition of a
small group should be given with a sample of a small group in the Adventist context such
as a Sabbath school class, Church Board, choir, prayer group, and so on. At the meeting,
participants were guided through the instructions and any questions posed were
answered.
In addition to the survey form, there was a facilitator’s form. This form had to be
completed by the church pastor or elder (group leader). The person completing this form
might or might not complete the NCD survey form, as well.
All paper-based forms were collected at one time. No one was allowed to take
them home. The survey facilitator encouraged participants to answer all the questions, or
most of them whenever possible, and ensure that no form was signed since the answers
needed to remain anonymous.
Once the surveys were collected, they were scanned and emailed to the Ontario
Conference Church Growth Department.

Phase Six: Processing the Survey Results
The survey results were processed by implementing the affinity exercise,
identifying issues that contribute to the lowest scored quality characteristic, and solutions
to improve the lowest scored question on the survey. In my experiences as an NCD
coach, the most effective way of processing the survey results is by doing it in stages.
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The first stage was to discuss it with the pastor or an elder if a pastor was not assigned to
a church. The survey results were made available to the pastor or head elder before the
meeting. I presented the results and directed attention to the minimum factor, as well as
to the lowest scored question. If the lowest scored question was in the area of
empowering leadership or addressing the church leadership, the best strategy was to
discuss it with the pastor or head elder in order to ensure that processing the result was a
positive experience for the leaders, pastor, and church members.
The second stage was meeting with the Church Board or the Elders’ Board. At
this meeting, a brief overview of the survey result was shared with an emphasis on the
questions related to leadership. The lowest scored leadership question was discussed, and
an affinity exercise was introduced and conducted. If the affinity exercise was not
previously explained, the benefits were shared at that point. Each of the Board members
received three Post-it notes and wrote one solution on each about how to improve the
lowest scored question. In discussion with the pastor, the coach decided whether another
round should be given to write the reason for the low score on each Post-it note. The
Post-it notes were collected, and the church clerk was asked to assist and sort them in the
groups according to their similarity. The largest group of Post-it notes determined the
area needing to be addressed. At that point, the Board understood the need to select a
strategic team or committee to take the affinity exercise results and recommend the goals,
objectives, and action plan for implementation. This provided the introduction for what
was to take place at the church business meeting. In addition to the recommendation of
the strategic team, the Board was asked to schedule the church business meeting and
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authorize the Board Chair to call a meeting with the one item on the agenda to process
the church health (NCD) survey results.
The third stage was processing the survey results with the church at the duly
called church business meeting. It was recommended that the business meeting be called
at the most convenient time for a church to secure a majority of the membership to be in
attendance. To provide appropriate context, the brief presentation on the essential
elements of the NCD and the Ontario Conference-wide results were shared before the
local church survey result were shared. This provided a sense of comparison and
understanding of where the local church was in comparison to the average score of other
churches in the Conference. The Ontario Conference had a Conference-wide NCD result
that was available.
At the end of the presentation, the affinity exercise was done following the same
principle as at the board meeting. The exercise and the benefits were explained, and the
Post-it notes were distributed. I asked the pastor to arrange for youth in the church to be
prepared to distribute the post-it notes. The slide with the minimum factor was projected,
and each member was asked to write a solution on each Post-it note about how to
improve the minimum factor. Before the members wrote their answers, I asked the
church to participate in a season of prayer.
Three volunteers were asked to lead the church through the season of prayer on
their knees wherever possible. While the youth collected the post-it notes and grouped
them according to the answers, the second slide was projected with the lowest scored
question on the entire survey. The affinity exercise was repeated.
At the end, the youth representatives shared the results of grouping the post-it
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notes. The post-it notes were grouped on the whiteboard or the wall so it was easily
visible to everyone in attendance. A whiteboard was made available, or if there was no
whiteboard, a blank wall was used. At that time, the strategic team or the committee was
presented and the Board recommendation was voted by the church. Once the strategic
team was approved, the Post-it notes were given to the strategic team secretary or clerk to
be further studied and developed into a strategic plan to be implemented. The cycle
starter plans for a minimum factor and the lowest scored question were also provided.
The strategic team was authorized to recommend smart goals, objectives, and action
plans and present them to the church board at the earliest opportunity.
Time was given if anyone had questions concerning the process. Following the
clarifications, the strategic team was called to the front and a prayer was offered for the
Holy Spirit to lead their work and develop the church health improvement strategy.

Phase Seven: Developing the Strategy of
Increasing the Church Health Score
and Multiplication Culture
A strategic team was assembled to create a strategy and to monitor the
implementation of the strategy. However, the Church Board had to approve the strategic
plan. When it was approved, the church pastor was directed to meet with each ministry
leader and discuss the NCD results, as well as the strategic plan. Their input was taken
into consideration by the strategic team. Each church ministry leader was asked to
develop a ministry action plan with the ministry committee and then to present it to the
Board and to the church at the business meeting. The leadership team was responsible for
implementing these action plans. In addition to following up with the minimum factor
and the lowest scored question on the NCD survey, emphasis was placed on the
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multiplication potential. As discussed in chapter 2, according to Schwarz and Schalk
(1998), the results are quick and visible for most of the “adding” strategies, while it takes
more time for the results to show for the “multiplication” strategies to be revealed.
However, the results are long-lasting (p. 138).
Particular emphasis was placed on following the survey questions that reflect on
multiplication as one of the six God’s given growth forces shared by Schwarz (2006).
The eight questions on the survey that address the multiplication force are as follows
Question 19: We encourage new Christians in our church to get involved in
evangelism immediately (NoE)
Question 28: Our pastor(s) have too much work to do (EL)
Question 31: Our leaders are good at explaining things (EL)
Question 38: Many people are given the opportunity to actively participate in our
worship services (EL)
Question 51: The leaders of our church prefer to do the work themselves rather than
collaborate with others (EL)
Question 64: The small group and ministry leaders in our church each mentor at least
one other person (ES)
Question 78: Our small groups actively seek to multiply themselves (HSG)
Question 82: The leaders of our church support individual Christians in their
evangelistic endeavors (NoE)
(Bill Bickel, NCD Canada, private conversation, November 17, 2020)
After six months of implementation, the second NCD survey was taken, and the
results were compared with the first survey. It was projected that the score on the
questions pertaining to multiplication would increase. This would indicate that the
church’s multiplication potential had increased. As a result, the church would experience
a significant increase in new leaders who were motivated and missional, and small group
ministry would improve. The church culture would be oriented towards disciple-making
evangelism, which would be the main factor in church growth and subsequent baptisms.
The church leadership would be open for planning towards expanding and becoming a
mother church or a sponsoring church to a new church plant.
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The overall strategy used in the project was based on following the NCD process
and implementing multiplication principles developed out of the theology of biblical
growth and the literature review on the topic of church growth.

Phase Eight: Coaching Plan for Leading Pastors
and Local Church Leadership in
Implementing the Strategy
The developed strategy with goals, objectives, and action plan would become
available from the results of the NCD survey processing, church attendance information,
and financial analysis. However, church growth biblical principles and the most recent
church growth best practices might not have been readily available and presented to the
leadership team and the church members in an effective way during the process. It was
recommended that a coaching relationship with the pastor be established, providing a
way to communicate biblical principles and best practices. Creswell (2006) stressed that
many coaching principles are developed from a secular context. However, the primary
coaching principles of Christ-centered coaching apply the philosophy and practice of the
Christian experience and uses examples from Scripture (p. 6).
In addition to the church health survey, pastors of the churches were offered to
take the leadership empowerment assessment. The leadership empowerment assessment
was available online and was offered by NCD Canada (NCD 3 Color World, n.d.).
The leadership empowerment test equipped pastors to improve their leadership
style, be more effective in modeling a healthy Christian lifestyle, lead local church
leaders, and assist churches in getting as many members as possible trained and
empowered for service/ministry. Pastors were directed to select and ask seven to 10 local
leaders to conduct the empowerment survey on the pastor’s behalf.
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The survey result allowed the pastor to reflect on the two primary leadership
influence tendencies: empowerment and leading. The pastor was also asked to share the
summary profile with the coach. The summary profile summarized the greatest strengths
and greatest weaknesses in the areas of experimentation, vision, capacity, progression,
strategy, and training.
The coaching relationship was established through signing the coach and
coachee's commitment. A coachee/pastor committed to actively and consistently leading
in the process of creating an environment for the work of the Holy Spirit to guide the
church through the transformational journey of personal change and involvement in
disciple-making that would lead to the culture of multiplication. On the other hand, the
coach committed to coming alongside, uplifting, supporting, and encouraging the
pastor/coachee.
The coach and coachee were committed to meeting regularly. Stanier (2016)
recommended daily, informal conversations up to ten minutes. However, Collins (2009)
advised a session to be planned for 45 minutes weekly. The coach and coachee needed to
agree to meet bi-weekly for 30-60 minutes each session by phone or video with adequate
privacy for six months. If needed, a coach was available daily for, short informal
conversations or messaging.
The coaching relationships continued after six months to enable a leadership
process that increased the church health score and facilitated the congregational cultural
transformation. In addition to the resources mentioned earlier, discipleship resources
were provided for pastors and their leadership teams—books such as Total Member
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Involvement by Alejandro Bullon (2017) and Life-Changing Divine Appointments: 30Day Challenge by Tom L. Evans (2020).

Conclusion
The pilot project was completed by two churches committed to a health
improvement journey following the proposed eight phases. Emphasis was given to total
member involvement and intentional disciple-making, leading to an increased church
multiplication potential. Selected congregations were expected to develop a disciplemaking culture that would lead to multiplication and serve as a model for others.
A duration of six months was expected in order to complete the study, collect
necessary data, and experience culture change. The project began on August 2020 and
concluded in May 2021. The coaching relationships continued after the second NCD
survey results were processed with the leadership team and the church.
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CHAPTER 5

NARRATIVE OF THE INTERVENTION
IMPLEMENTATION
This pilot project’s primary emphasis and goal were to explore the principle of
unleashing the culture of multiplication in churches through addressing the growth
obstacles discovered through the NCD survey. The conference-wide project was directed
and led through coaching pastors of selected churches. This chapter describes the results
of the implementation process executed in eight phases that are divided into three
sections. The first section follows the steps involved in selecting the participating
churches and securing the necessary approvals. The second section lays out a method of
identifying church growth obstacles through the NCD survey. The third section provides
an implementation of the strategy developed to address the growth obstacles, with an
emphasis on multiplication.

Phase One: Creating Awareness of the Necessity
for the Initiative to Improve Growth
The starting point of the conference-wide pilot project was creating an awareness
of the need for a strategy to improve the growth of churches in the Ontario Conference.
The North American Division Ministerial Department’s initiative, which included four
types of churches identified according to their growth, contributed significantly in
making the Ontario Conference leadership and pastors aware of a need to develop a
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strategy that would lead churches to establish a culture of multiplication. The study was
done in my capacity as the Church Growth and Evangelism Director. Four types of
churches were identified and presented at the Church Growth and Evangelism Ontario
Conference Standing Committee in September 2020. As indicated in chapter 4, Figure 7,
66% of Conference congregations are declining and plateauing, 34% of congregations are
growing, and no church is identified as a multiplying church.
A few days later, the study results were presented during the pastors’ meeting,
which raised awareness for the need of a strategy that would lead churches towards
multiplication. The congregational assessment and its results created a favourable context
for the project. The pilot project of leading congregations to multiplication complemented
Ontario Conference’s vision casting at the pastors’ meeting to improve the status of
declining and plateauing congregations and lead growing churches to become
multiplying. As a result of the casted vision and presentation at the pastors’ meeting, a
few pastors reached out. They indicated a desire to participate in the pilot project and be
coached in developing a strategic plan to lead their churches towards improved health
and release their multiplication potential.

Phase Two: Selection of Participating
Congregations
The goal of the second phase was to select two churches that were identified as
growing churches since this is not a revitalization project. The conference-wide analysis
identified 57 congregations that are growing. After analyzing the list of growing
congregations and the pastors who expressed willingness to participate in the project,
nine churches qualified. Furthermore, each pastor of qualified congregations was
interviewed. As a result, four pastors expressed a sincere desire to be coached in the
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process and indicated that their church boards requested a church growth coach or church
growth expert for assistance. After meeting with each pastor and sharing a summary of
the proposed project action plan, they were made aware that the success of executing the
project was based on coaching commitments. The final decision was made following the
visit to four churches during the Sabbath worship service and after meeting with key
church leaders. A positive church atmosphere and collaborative attitude between a pastor
and local church leaders was essential since the pilot project’s success should not be
compromised because of the lack of collaborative relationships.
As a result of the interviews and the church visits, two churches were preselected. Both churches were mid-sized, multi-cultural churches. Church A belongs to a
single church district within a metropolitan area. Church B is part of a single church
district in the western part of the conference, in a town with over 70,000 inhabitants.
Before the official approach to the local church was made to secure full pastoral and
congregational collaboration, it was essential to receive Conference administration
approval.

Phase Three: Receiving Conference Approval
The purpose of this phase was to gain Conference support and necessary approval
for the pilot project. In discussion with the Conference President, it was recommended
that a formally-voted action was not required since I served as the Church Growth and
Evangelism Department Director and the Conference Executive Secretary. In that
capacity, I chaired the Church Growth and Evangelism Standing Committee, and any
statistical analysis and congregational surveys are the purview of the Church Growth
Department and the Secretariat. It was acknowledged that the pilot project complemented
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the conference vision and strategy. The coaching aspect of the project was endorsed since
I had already been serving as the NCD master coach at the conference. However, because
of COVID-19 pandemic measures, the churches had moved to online services, and
planned initiatives were placed on hold. A special pastor’s meeting was called to address
the state of the Conference during the COVID-19 pandemic. During the meeting, pastors
were invited to continue with church growth and outreach initiatives online. The
invitation was extended to pastors to conduct the NCD surveys online despite the
COVID-19 restrictions. The announcement encouraged pastors to move forward and
helped the pilot project implementation move to the next phase.

Phase Four: Receiving Congregational Approval
After securing Conference approval, the next phase of the project implementation
was receiving approval and support from local church leadership. I met with the pastors
of the selected churches immediately after the pastors’ meeting in September 2020. Both
pastors formally agreed to be coached during the study for the next six months and
informed their churches of their coaching commitment. Pastor A and Pastor B agreed to
the duration, timeframe for the study, and the project execution strategy. The pastors of
both churches shared the letter of intent with their Church Board (see Appendix C),
introduced the project, shared the implementation strategy, and processed the board’s
approval. In addition, both pastors disclosed to their churches the coaching commitment,
a summary of the action plan, and scheduled a meeting to introduce me.
Furthermore, the churches approved the NCD survey as indicated in the letter of
intent. Since Church A already voted to conduct the NCD survey, the board embraced the
project and approved the implementation strategy by the last week in September 2020.
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Church B board approved the project in October 2020 and scheduled the NCD survey to
be conducted the following month.

Phase Five: Method of Identifying Church
Health Using the Natural Church
Development Survey
As indicated earlier, by approving participation in the pilot project as laid out in
the letter of intent, the church committed to conducting two NCD surveys. Since both
pastors were familiar with the NCD concept and had received training on how to conduct
the survey, they secured the church board’s approval. I enrolled both pastors in the
Conference Pastor Coaching Certification Program.

Understanding the Basic Elements of
Natural Church Development
I dedicated three coaching sessions with both pastors and discussed three main
areas: essential elements of the NCD concept, selection of the survey participants, and
conducting the survey. The pastors were coached on how to lead their churches’
leadership teams, survey participants, and church members to gain a basic understanding
of the survey’s NCD concept and its benefits. The basic knowledge of the concept of
eight quality characteristics of a healthy church and the “all by itself” biblical-theological
concept found in Mark 4:28-29 were shared with both churches before completing the
surveys. I also gave two books to the pastor and church elders as resources that help
church leaders gain a deeper understanding of the biblical concept of NCD theological
paradigm and learn more about the eight quality characteristics of a healthy church in the
Adventist context.
At the meeting with the local church leadership teams, as the letter of intent
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stated, they were asked to commit to conducting the survey and the follow-up process of
health improvement. As a result of understanding the NCD concept and commitment to
the follow-up process, the members looked forward to receiving the survey report,
understanding the obstacle for growth, and engaging actively in addressing the problem.
A sentiment of high expectation was noticeable.

Selecting the Survey Participants
The Church Board of Church A selected 30 survey participants, while the Board
of Church B selected 40 participants. In the selection, they followed the given criteria that
participants must be members in regular standing, belong to a small group, be involved in
ministry, be committed to contributing to the church’s growth, and reflect the church
demographic. The selection of participants was essential to the accuracy of the generated
survey results. The participants received an invitation and consented to complete the
survey. I provided a sample of a personalized invitation (see Appendix C) that was made
available, and the pastors were coached through the process of sending them to
participants, in addition to the generic electronic invitation sent with a link to complete
the survey online. The personalized letter motivated participants to complete the survey
promptly and reflectively. I also asked the pastors to share the NCD cover letter with
each participant to substitute it for the consent form (see Appendix C).

Conducting the Survey
Following the selection of the survey participants, the next step in implementation
was conducting the NCD survey. When I approached Church A and offered to participate
in the pilot project, the Board was already about to initiate the NCD survey. Church A
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had previously conducted the survey twice, the last time in 2012, and was familiar w ith
the process and the NCD concept. Church B conducted the NCD survey for the first time,
and the NCD paradigm was not introduced to the church earlier.
Implementation with Church A began in September 2020. However,
implementation in Church B had to be delayed for a month since the pastor was away
because of a family emergency. Natural Church Development resources and two books
were provided to the church leaders of both churches, and the PowerPoint presentation on
the essential introduction to the NCD was shared with the pastors during the regular,
weekly coaching sessions, and they were coached on how to present the NCD to their
churches. Since the NCD concept was not new, it did not require extensive discussion
with Church A leadership team or its members. I strategically instructed Pastor A to
schedule a meeting after the worship service with all the participants for instruction
clarification and encouraged them to conduct the survey without delay.
After discussing with a pastor, I felt it essential to present the NCD concept to
Church B. I visited Church B on November 21, 2020, preached in the morning, and
introduced the NCD concept and the eight quality characteristics of a healthy church.
After the worship service, a meeting was held where instructions were shared.
The majority of the participants at Church A were given a paper-based survey,
while four completed it online. However, most of the participants at Church B completed
the survey online, and four elderly members completed the paper-based surveys. Both
pastors were asked to complete the survey in addition to the facilitator’s form in order to
assist members in completing the survey effectively.
I set up the online survey, and participants followed the instructions provided in
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the invitation and completed the survey within two weeks. In both churches, the delay
was primarily caused by the online participants. I expected that the paper-based surveys
would cause delays. The weekly coaching sessions helped in the process and kept pastors
focused on completing the task promptly. The pastors managed to drop off and pick up
the surveys within a week. The paper-based surveys were collected by the pastor,
scanned, and emailed to the conference office. On the other hand, it was expected that the
online surveys would be completed within a week. However, it took more time than
expected. The reminders were sent every three days, and pastors of both churches had to
call a few members to complete the survey by the end of the second week. As regards the
coaching, the commitment pastors stayed in touch with me regularly via texting or email
during the process. They were informed daily concerning the names of those members
who needed additional reminders to complete the survey.
I noticed that both pastors and members, despite their willingness, needed to be
reminded and encouraged to set aside time in their busy schedules and complete the task.
The Ontario Conference Church Growth Department Office Secretary processed
the paper-based surveys, after which the results were generated and sent to the pastors by
the end of the third week.

Phase Six: Processing the Survey Results
Immediately after the NCD survey results were available, I reached out to both
pastors and scheduled the implementation of phase six. Initially, the processing of the
survey results was planned to be done in person, with the affinity exercise being
conducted with the church members at an in-person business meeting. I believed that the
affinity exercise was critical in obtaining solutions to improve the lowest scored
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questions and minimum factor. Each member was supposed to be given Post-it notes so
they could write proposed solutions on them. However, the churches were closed because
of the COVID-19 pandemic, and an alternative approach was discussed with pastors. I
maintained the position that the affinity exercise was essential and proposed processing
the survey results virtually with Church A and in-person with Church B.
As indicated, Church A was ahead of Church B, and it took additional
consultations with Pastor A and Church A leadership team to finalize the process. Despite
the limitations of meeting virtually, I went ahead through the use of the Zoom platform.
Church B was in a region where COVID-19 restrictions allowed for in-person church
meetings.
In the first stage of processing, I scheduled additional coaching sessions and
discussed the NCD survey results with the pastor of each church. Both pastors had a basic
understanding and knowledge of the NCD paradigm; however, this was the first time
both of them saw complete results as sent by NCD Canada. The results were divided into
a basic and an advanced profile. The basic profile is a one-page bar graph with eight
quality characteristics. The advanced profile contains the following documents: status
guide, story guide, summary guide, and strategy guide. In addition, the NCD Canada
website provides cycle starter plans for each quality characteristic and every question on
the survey.
I used the advanced profile since the basic profile was already provided in the
status guide. Furthermore, I provided cycle starter plans only for the minimum factor and
the three lowest scored questions on the survey. Since the story guide comes only with
the three highest and the three lowest scored themes out of the twenty-four, I arranged
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with NCD International to receive an average score for the multiplication theme of both
churches (see Appendix D).
I met with both pastors a few times, discussed a plan to share the results with the
leadership team and the church members, and coached them through steps to develop the
strategy to improve church health and implementation. After meeting with the pastors, it
was decided that I would lead the affinity exercise and share the NCD survey results with
the Church Boards and later, with the members at the specially called church business
meeting. I felt that coaching would not be sufficient since the pastors had not observed
the affinity exercise before. They needed to observe and experience it first, and they
would be coached to lead the second NCD survey at the end of the implementation.
In the second stage, I met with the Church Boards and shared the presentation,
which included the NCD results, the plan to conduct the affinity exercise, and steps to
develop the strategy. Since the pastors knew the situation in their churches, I allowed the
pastors to instruct the Church Board on whether a strategic team should be appointed or
not. Both Church Boards voted to act as the strategic committee instead of selecting an
independent committee.
The NCD survey results discovered that Church A’s minimum factor was holistic
small groups, while the Church B’s minimum factor was gift-based ministry. I used a
different strategy for Church A than for Church B. The processing for the second and
third stages differed in how the NCD results were presented, depending on whether the
meetings were held virtually or in person.
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Processing Stages Two and Three With Church A
As indicated earlier, Church A was conducting the NCD Survey for the third time.
I obtained the results of the previously conducted surveys and compared the results (see
Table 1).

Table 1
Quality Characteristics: Church A (Historical)

Empowering Leadership
Gift-based Ministry
Passionate Spirituality
Effective Structures
Inspiring Worship Service
Holistic Small Groups
Need-oriented Evangelism
Loving Relationships
Average

2006
30
38
32
36
26
37
49
38
36

2012
48
51
50
42
50
42
55
48
48

2020
50
55
71
51
56
46
65
52
56

The 2020 NCD survey revealed that the maximum factor was passionate
spirituality, while the minimum factor was the holistic small groups. The comparison
report in Table 1 shows that the holistic small groups quality characteristic was not
previously the minimum factor. Furthermore, the most recent average score was the
healthiest of the three.
The story guide showed that the lowest scored themes were relevance, intimacy,
and pastoral care (see Appendix D). Table 2 presents the ten lowest scored questions on
the entire survey.
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Table 2
Ten Lowest Scored Questions: Church A (Historical)
2020
Q61. Our leaders show concern for the personal problems of those in ministry.
(LR)
Q81. Our leaders regularly receive assistance from an outside person (e.g.
coach, church, consultant, other pastor, etc.) on how to develop our church.
(EL)
Q11. My small group helps me with the challenges of my life. (HSG)
Q74. Our leaders are spiritual examples to me. (PS)
Q49. I am a member of a group in our church where it is possible to talk about
personal problems. (HSG)
Q30. In our church it is possible to talk with other people about personal
problems. (LR)
Q60. It is my impression that the organizational structure of our church hinders
church life rather than promotes it. (neg) (ES)
Q52. I am enthusiastic about our church. (PS)
Q16. I know what value my work has in the overall work of our church. (GbM)
Q56. I’m often bored during the worship service. (neg) (IWS)

28

30
35
36
37
39
39
40
43
43

As seen in Table 2, the lowest scored question on the whole survey was question
61, “Our leaders show concern for the personal problems of those in ministry.” In
discussion with the pastor, I decided to address the lowest scored question during stage
two at the meeting with the church leaders since it was directly related to them. The local
church leaders met after the prayer meeting, and the pastor recommended that I lead the
process.
After defining the term leader in the survey as all ministry leaders in the local
church, the Board members were asked how they could improve the members’ perception
that they did not show concern for the church members’ personal problems. Church
leaders were asked to share recommended solutions in the Zoom chat area.
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The second-lowest scored question, question 81, said: “Our leaders regularly
receive assistance from an outside person (e.g., coach, church, consultant, other pastor,
etc.) on how to develop our church.” It was discussed and recommended solutions with
comments were collected and shared with the pastor during the next coaching session.
The Board was tasked to develop a strategy for addressing concerns raised by the
two lowest scored questions on the NCD survey that represent immediate obstacles for
growth. I felt that this was sufficient and decided not to discuss these two questions in
stage three in order to avoid any negativity and maintain the process as a positive
experience for the pastor, church leaders, and members.
Instead, at stage three, the minimum factor and the two-lowest scored questions
within the minimum factor of holistic small groups was discussed at the church business
meeting.
The lowest scored question in the holistic small groups area was question number
11: “My small group helps me with the challenges of my life,” and the second-lowest
question was number 49: “I am a member of a group in our church where it is possible to
talk about personal problems?”
A few days following the meeting with the Board, the church business meeting
was scheduled for Sabbath afternoon. To help church members accept the NCD results, a
brief overview of the NCD conference-wide results was shared, together with Church A’s
NCD survey results, emphasizing the minimum factor. Following a season of prayer,
each member was asked to contribute by sharing their comments and solutions in the
Zoom chat as a response to the two lowest scored questions on the survey in “the holistic
small groups’” quality characteristics area of ministry.
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Processing Stages Two and Three With Church B
Church B conducted the survey for the first time, and Table 3 shows that the
maximum factor was need-oriented evangelism, while the minimum factor was gift-based
ministry. The average score was below the healthy score.

Table 3
Quality Characteristics: Church B (Historical)

Empowering Leadership
Gift-based Ministry
Passionate Spirituality
Effective Structures
Inspiring Worship Service
Holistic Small Groups
Need-oriented Evangelism
Loving Relationships
Average

2020
44
36
60
38
41
41
62
43
46

The story guide showed that the lowest scored themes were good organization,
vision, and intimacy (see Appendix D). As shown in Table 4, of ten lowest scored
questions on the entire survey, the lowest scored question was number 66: “I experience
the benefits of working on a team in our church,” and the second-lowest scored question
was number 63: “In our church, we often try new things.”
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Table 4
Ten Lowest Scored Questions: Church B (Historical)

Q66. I experience the benefits of working on a team in our church. (GbM)
Q63. In our church we often try new things. (ES)
Q81. Our leaders regularly receive assistance from an outside person (e.g.,
coach, church, consultant, other pastor, etc.) on how to develop our church.
(EL)
Q62. I enjoy the tasks I do in our church. (GbM)
Q9. The tasks I perform in our church match my gifts. (GbM)
Q8. It is my experience that God obviously uses my work for building the
church. (GbM)
Q65. I am a member of a small group in which I feel at home. (HSG)
Q49. I am a member of a group in our church where it is possible to talk
about personal problems. (HSG)
Q30. In our church it is possible to talk with other people about personal
problems. (LR)
Q90. In my small group we trust each other. (HSG)

2020
24
24

28
28
29
30
32
32
32
33

Since Church B was open for in-person service, the NCD survey result-processing
meeting was scheduled for the first Sabbath after the results had been received, which did
not leave time for the second stage of the meeting with the church leaders.
Due to the COVID-19 restrictions, the third stage of processing the NCD survey
results was time-restricted. I gave a brief overview of the conference-wide NCD survey
average results and the local church survey results. Furthermore, during the affinity
exercise, the members addressed only the lowest scored question on the survey—“I
experience the benefits of working on a team in our church”—and shared comments and
solutions on Post-it notes.
Both churches were invited to pray for the leadership team to be led by the Holy
Spirit in developing the church health and minimum factor improvement strategy. I felt
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that both pastors were equipped and would be coached to lead in the strategic planning
process to follow the affinity exercise. The pastors were asked to present the steps to
develop the strategy informed by the NCD survey results. I found the coaching technique
of asking questions extremely helpful in assisting the pastors in refining the strategic
development process.

Phase Seven: Developing the Strategy of
Increasing the Church Health Score and
Multiplication Culture
After providing the local church leadership teams with the affinity exercise report,
I proposed, in consultation with the pastors, developing the strategy by setting the goals
that are specific, measurable, achievable, relevant to the minimum factor, and within the
time frame. The pastors presented the steps to developing the strategic plan.
Church A approved the goal of increasing the minimum factor score, which was
the holistic small groups, from 46 on the scale to above 50. In addition, the lowest scored
themes—relevance, intimacy, and pastoral care—would also increase by April 2021. The
leadership team decided to launch the small group ministry. Following the small group
training, the small group ministry was launched within a few weeks. In addition, each
small group leader and the church ministry leaders came up with a strategy for making
the small groups holistic. They used the affinity exercise solutions and provided a safe
environment for group members to feel comfortable to talk about personal problems and
everyday life challenges. To ensure progress, the small group leaders met bi-weekly to
discuss the improvement and share best practices. I observed how the pastor utilized the
coaching techniques adopted during coaching sessions by empowering lay members
during the small group leaders’ meetings.
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The small group meetings and all church services meetings were virtual. It was
uncertain how that would affect the implementation and if the proposed time frame
would be sufficient to register the improvement.
Furthermore, the local church leaders accepted the challenge to be intentional in
listening to members and being more engaged in assisting members in their personal
problems. I felt that the leadership team had to take responsibility and look for a member
to disciple and empower as a new leader. Since the second-lowest scored question on the
survey indicated that the church leaders were not regularly receiving assistance from an
outside person, the pastor developed a strategy to invite outside speakers for every second
Sabbath. I provided the additional explanation that outside assistance should not be based
on preaching sermons, but getting speakers who were church consultants, church growth
coaches, or pastors of experience to assist the church on how to develop the church. I was
not successful in getting the pastor to rearrange all preaching appointments to reflect the
minimum factor or the second-lowest scored question.
As I recommended in consultation with the pastor, Church B accepted the
challenge to increase the gift-based ministry score by 14 points by April 2021. It was
suggested that church leadership might focus on developing the strategy by following the
affinity exercise recommendations and increase the lowest scored question on the entire
survey—“I experience the benefits of working on a team in our church”—and the lowest
themes—good organization, vision and intimacy—would subsequently be increased.
However, the pastor insisted that the emphasis should be expanded to include the four
lowest scored questions in the gift-based ministry area. Table 5 shows the four lowest
scored questions.
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Table 5
Gift-Based Ministries Questions: Church B
Q66. I experience the benefits of working on a team in our church.
Q62. I enjoy the tasks I do in our church.
Q9. The tasks I perform in our church match my gifts.
Q8. It is my experience that God obviously uses my work for building the
church.
Q7. I feel my task in our church is a positive challenge that stretches my
faith.
Q16. I know what value my work has in the overall work of our church.
Q26. I feel that my church supports me in my ministry.
Q46. I know my gifts.
Q79. I clearly understand what is expected from me when fulfilling my
task in our church.
Q37. Our church regularly offers help for people to discover their gifts.
Q58. The volunteers of our church are trained for their ministries.
Average

24
28
29
30
36
36
38
48
49
50
52
36

I felt that the proposed approach could lead to missing the intensity and
effectiveness in addressing the immediate obstacle for growth. The Church Board tasked
ministry leaders to come up with the strategy for their ministry. The pastor accepted the
challenge to coach each leader in developing a strategic document to include the vision,
mission, and action plan for the following six months and the entire year.
I felt that the pastor did not use effective coaching techniques and assumed too
much responsibility in working one-on-one with ministry leaders. The majority of the
leaders depended on a pastor to help them in developing their ministry plan. The pastor
acknowledged the need to empower leaders to develop their ministry plan while
depending less on a pastor.
I discussed, with the pastor, the risks involved by asking each leader to develop an
independent ministry plan. The pastor acknowledged that the approach could create
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multiple goals that were not necessarily focused on the minimum factor. However, he
believed that his involvement would maintain the focus. Furthermore, developing a
strategy by addressing four questions instead of one represented a challenge.
However, despite my warning, the pastor and the leadership team decided to
proceed with implementing their strategic plan as developed by the leadership team.
I shared with both churches the proposed expectation that by increasing the health
score of the minimum factor, the culture of multiplication in a church should improve. I
originally intended to ask church leaders to develop a strategy with an emphasis on
improving the questions on the survey that contributed to the multiplication theme. Table
6 shows the group of questions that contribute to the multiplication theme for both
churches.

Table 6
Multiplication Theme Questions: Churches A & B (2020)
Church
Multiplication Theme Questions - 2020
Q31 Our leaders are good at explaining things (EL)
Q64 The small group and ministry leaders in our church each
mentor at least one other person (ES)
Q82 The leaders of our church support individual Christians in
their evangelistic endeavors (NoE)
Q78 Our small groups actively seek to multiply themselves (HSG)
Q38 Many people are given the opportunity to actively participate
in our worship services (EL)
Q51 The leaders of our church prefer to do the work themselves
rather than collaborate with others (EL)
Q19 We encourage new Christians in our church to get involved in
evangelism immediately (NoE)
Q28 Our pastor(s) have too much work to do (EL)
Average
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A
47

B
42

66

44

50
45

45
49

59

50

57

53

62
64
56

55
59
50

However, I decided not to proceed as planned since that would weaken the effort
to address the minimum factor, negatively affect the effectiveness, and increase the risk
of losing the focus. Instead, I limited implementation to addressing the minimum factor
and removing the immediate obstacles for growth over six months, while it was believed
that increasing the multiplication culture would need more than six months.

Interpretation and Conclusions From Data
As indicated earlier, I based the conclusions and interpretations on analysis of
collected data from the employment of the NCD survey at the beginning of the
implementation and at the end of the six-month implementation period. Church A and
Church B successfully completed both surveys.
The analysis of the first NCD survey results discovered that church A’s minimum
factor was holistic small groups, while church B’s minimum factor was gift-based
ministry.
Following the intervention and implementation of the strategy for addressing the
minimum factor and the analysis of the second NCD survey, the results confirmed the
expected outcome. Church A’s minimum factor, holistic small groups score, improved by
eighteen points on the scale from 46 to 64 (see Table 7). Church B’s minimum factor,
gift-based ministry score, improved by 15 points on the scale from 36 to 51 (see Table 8).
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Table 7
Quality Characteristics: Church A (Current)

Empowering Leadership
Gift-based Ministry
Passionate Spirituality
Effective Structures
Inspiring Worship Service
Holistic Small Groups
Need-oriented Evangelism
Loving Relationships
Average
Note. Minimum factor bolded

2006
30
38
32
36
26
37
49
38
36

2012
48
51
50
42
50
42
55
48
48

2020
50
55
71
51
56
46
65
52
56

2021
58
63
71
60
51
64
69
55
61

Table 8
Quality Characteristics: Church B (Current)

Empowering Leadership
Gift-based Ministry
Passionate Spirituality
Effective Structures
Inspiring Worship Service
Holistic Small Groups
Need-oriented Evangelism
Loving Relationships
Average
Note. Minimum factor bolded

2020
44
36
60
38
41
41
62
43
46

2021
51
51
65
55
45
43
66
47
53

Furthermore, the average score of both participating churches improved. The
average score of church A increased from 56 to 61 (see Table 7), and church B’s
increased from 46 to 53 (see Table 8). The interpretation of the finding led to the
conclusion that the other quality characteristics would increase once the minimum factor
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was addressed effectively within six months. In addition to addressing the minimum
factor, I recommended that the strategy consider addressing the lowest scored question on
the survey as reflecting the immediate obstacles for growth. Both pastors also decided to
address the first three lowest scored questions on the survey in the strategy.
Church A’s comparison report of the ten lowest scored questions can be seen in
Table 9. The lowest three scored questions improved between 9 and 23 points on the
scale. Church B’s comparison report of the ten lowest scored questions can be seen in
Table 10. The lowest three scored questions improved between 18 and 22 points on the
scale.

Table 9
Ten Lowest Scored Questions: Church A (Current)

Q61. Our leaders show concern for the personal problems of those in
ministry. (LR)
Q81. Our leaders regularly receive assistance from an outside person
(e.g. coach, church, consultant, other pastor, etc.) on how to develop our
church. (EL)
Q11. My small group helps me with the challenges of my life. (HSG)
Q74. Our leaders are spiritual examples to me. (PS)
Q49. I am a member of a group in our church where it is possible to talk
about personal problems. (HSG)
Q30. In our church it is possible to talk with other people about personal
problems. (LR)
Q60. It is my impression that the organizational structure of our church
hinders church life rather than promotes it. (neg) (ES)
Q52. I am enthusiastic about our church. (PS)
Q16. I know what value my work has in the overall work of our church.
(GbM)
Q56. I’m often bored during the worship service. (neg) (IWS)
Note. The lowest three scored questions are bolded
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2020

2021

28

37

30
35
36

53
54
45

37

55

39

37

39
40

50
53

43
43

60
43

Table 10
Ten Lowest Scored Questions: Church B (Current)
2020 2021
Q66. I experience the benefits of working on a team in our church.
(GbM)
Q63. In our church, we often try new things. (ES)
Q81. Our leaders regularly receive assistance from an outside person
(e.g. coach, church, consultant, other pastor, etc.) on how to develop our
church. (EL)
Q62. I enjoy the tasks I do in our church. (GbM)
Q9. The tasks I perform in our church match my gifts. (GbM)
Q8. It is my experience that God obviously uses my work for building
the church. (GbM)
Q65. I am a member of a small group in which I feel at home. (HSG)
Q49. I am a member of a group in our church where it is possible to talk
about personal problems. (HSG)
Q30. In our church it is possible to talk with other people about personal
problems. (LR)
Q90. In my small group, we trust each other. (HSG)
Note. The lowest three scored questions are bolded

24
24

46
41

28
28
29

46
48
48

30
32

57
36

32

37

32
33

31
33

The interpretation of the analysis led to the conclusion that addressing the lowest
scored questions and the minimum factor significantly and comprehensively enhanced
the improvement of the church health score within six months.
Furthermore, the average multiplication theme score in church A and church B
improved. For church A, see Figure 8, and for church B, see Figure 9. In church A the
average multiplication theme score increased from 56 to 62 (see Table 11).
Church B’s average multiplication theme score increased by five points on the
scale (see Table 12).
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Figure 8. Church A: NCD themes average score 2nd survey.

Figure 9. Church B: NCD themes average score 2nd survey.
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Table 11

Multiplication Theme Questions: Church A (Current)

Q78 Our small groups actively seek to multiply themselves (HSG)
Q31 Our leaders are good at explaining things (EL)
Q82 The leaders of our church support individual Christians in
their evangelistic endeavours (NoE)
Q51 The leaders of our church prefer to do the work themselves
rather than collaborate with others (EL)
Q38 Many people are given the opportunity to actively participate
in our worship services (EL)
Q19 We encourage new Christians in our church to get involved in
evangelism immediately (NoE)
Q28 Our pastor(s) have too much work to do (EL)
Q64 The small group and ministry leaders in our church each
mentor at least one other person (ES)
Average
Note. The average score is bolded

2020
45
47

2021
64
48

50

50

57

64

59

73

62
64

79
42

66
56

77
62

2020
42

2021
44

44

70

45
49

49
62

50

55

53

42

55
59
50

74
41
55

Table 12
Multiplication Theme Questions: Church B (Current)

Q31 Our leaders are good at explaining things (EL)
Q64 The small group and ministry leaders in our church each
mentor at least one other person (ES)
Q82 The leaders of our church support individual Christians in
their evangelistic endeavours (NoE)
Q78 Our small groups actively seek to multiply themselves (HSG)
Q38 Many people are given the opportunity to actively participate
in our worship services (EL)
Q51 The leaders of our church prefer to do the work themselves
rather than collaborate with others (EL)
Q19 We encourage new Christians in our church to get involved in
evangelism immediately (NoE)
Q28 Our pastor(s) have too much work to do (EL)
Average
Note. The average score is bolded
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Additionally, in both churches, the comparison report of the questions related to
the multiplication theme showed improvement in the score of questions related to the
minimum factor areas due to addressing the minimum factors effectively (see Table 11
for Church A and Table 12 for Church B).
I noticed that questions related to the pastor’s involvement decreased in both
churches (see Table 11 for Church A and Table 12 for Church B). I believe that the
COVID-19 pandemic restrictions increased the demand for pastors to be more involved
and be directly engaged in planning and executing church initiatives, resulting in a
decrease in question 28, “Our pastor(s) has(have) too much work to do.” This analysis is
subjective and is based on my observation and experiences. In addition to addressing the
minimum factor, I utilized coaching pastors in assisting their churches in initiating the
disciple-making processes and led the implementation by following the church growth
principles developed out of the theology of biblical growth and literature review on the
topic of church growth.

Phase Eight: Coaching Plan for Leading Pastors
and Local Church Leadership in Implementing
the Strategy
The implementation of the coaching phase with an emphasis on leading pastors
and local church leadership in implementing the developed strategies began once the
NCD survey reports became available. However, coaching the pastors was initiated at the
beginning of the project. I asked the pastors of both churches to sign a coaching
covenant, which included a plan and instructions on the coaching relationship (see
Appendix E).
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The coaching covenant covered three areas. The first one was the personal,
professional development of a coachee. The second area considered coaching in the
process of conducting the NCD surveys. The third coaching area led the coachee to
implement the developed strategy and evaluation process at the end of the six months.
The primary focus of the coaching was the creation of the disciple-making culture
in both churches. I depended on the willingness of a coachee, and the coaching covenant
played a pivotal role since the commitment to the coaching plan, condition, time frame,
and emphasis was established at the beginning of the project. The opening session was
vital for creating the relationship between the coach and coachee. I invited the coachee to
share expectations, and the session concluded with a commitment to allow the Holy Spirit
to help us follow Christ’s example in fulfilling them together. It was agreed that the
coaching process would be Christ-centered and highly relational.
I provided the empowerment test for pastors as an incentive. The pastors
appreciated the opportunity provided and fully engaged in completing the online test and
discussing the results. The empowerment test informed the coaching process for each
pastor according to the test results. The test results showed that Pastor A’s strength was
empowerment, and the aspect of leading needed improvement, while Pastor B’s strength
was leading, and the empowerment needed improvement. In addition to assisting the
pastors in improving the empowerment aspect of healthy leadership, I coached the
pastors in conducting the NCD surveys. At the beginning of the project, I met weekly for
the first two months since both aspects of the coaching process were happening
simultaneously. Once the NCD survey results were processed and the strategies were in
place, the coaching sessions were scheduled bi-weekly.
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From September 2020 until May 2021, I conducted 43 coaching sessions, with
pastor A, 21 sessions, and with pastor B, 24 sessions — each coaching session lasted
between 45 and 70 minutes. The coaching sessions were structured to address the
coachees' spiritual and personal needs, coupled with ministry and project-related
conversations.
As a result of the coaching processes, the pastors were empowered to model and
lead the local ministry leaders in studying disciple-making resources together. I could not
effectively share the biblical growth principles and best church growth practices.
However, I provided Joseph Kidder’s (2011) book, Big Four, for the local ministry
leaders. Both Church Boards divided the book into chapters, and the ministry leaders
took turns at the beginning of the Board meeting to share the various chapter reviews. In
addition, the book Life-Changing Divine Appointments by Tom Evans (2020) was given
to local church ministry leaders, and they accepted the 30-day challenge. This allowed
the church ministry leaders to model disciple-making and shared testimonies with the
church family at the designated time during the worship service.
During the coaching process, I concluded that the members needed to be
encouraged and empowered for service. Each family in both churches received the book
Total Member Involvement by Bullon (2017), which increased the emphasis on
discipleship and empowered members for service. Coaching sessions were kept on
schedule and according to the coaching covenant. However, the sessions were sometimes
longer than planned. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, all the sessions were virtual. I
felt it was necessary to improve coaching skills and techniques. I emphasized developing
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the coaching habit and practiced questions and tools found in the book Coaching Habit
by Michael B. Stanier (2016), which proved to have more impact.

Conclusion
This chapter narrated the execution of the pilot project implementation in eight
phases. The central concept explored in this chapter was how removing church growth
obstacles could lead to the church’s micro and macro multiplication? During the pilot
project implementation, I discovered that the pastors and the local church leaders were
not familiar enough with the benefits of the NCD survey and how the survey was used to
discover the church growth obstacles. The high cost of the NCD survey discouraged
churches from utilizing it. Since my influence on the churches was through the pastors,
close personal relationships and Christ-centered coaching were key in empowering
pastors to model a disciple-making culture.
I found that the churches had a busy schedule and lacked the flexibility to adjust
programs to accommodate new initiatives. In addition, churches were not prepared to try
new methods and approaches. Both churches struggled to accommodate the pilot project.
I limited training with the churches and focused more on coaching the pastors as
they worked with the leadership teams to start new disciple-making initiatives. Despite
the COVID-19 pandemic and measures limiting churches’ in-person involvement and
outreach activities, Church A and Church B, informed by the NCD survey, developed and
successfully implemented a strategy by May 2021 confirming projected outcomes.
The coaching relationship continued throughout the second NCD survey process
and follow-up evaluation with the church leadership teams.
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CHAPTER 6

PROJECT EVALUATION AND LEARNINGS

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the project, recapitulate the method
used to evaluate the initiative, analyze findings and conclusions drawn through each of
the chapters, and disclose the changes in the professional development of my ministry.
Finally, this chapter concludes with recommendations that reflect the initiatives that
enhance the method of leading a congregational culture towards multiplication.

Summary of the Project
This project intended to ascertain the influence of coaching on developing and
implementing a strategy that would improve church health, instigate disciple-making, and
initiate a multiplication culture. To achieve this, I completed the following: (a) I
examined the biblical theology on multiplication and disciple-making, (b) I explored the
church growth and coaching literature in the effort to identify principles that lead to
congregational culture change, (c) I initiated and implemented a strategy to improve the
health of two churches by utilizing the NCD survey in identifying and eliminating the
obstacles to church health, (d) I coached two pastors and their leadership teams for six
months addressing the NCD minimum factor and the lowest scored questions, (e) I
measured the impact of the six-month coaching and the implementation of the strategy
for eliminating the obstacles to church growth by conducting the second NCD survey,
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and (f) I concluded the project by evaluating the church health comparison report with
emphasis on the questions on the survey relating to the theme of multiplication. The
selection of churches for the project was limited to plateauing or slowly-growing
congregations. Furthermore, the sample was limited to pastors willing to commit to being
coached in order to improve empowering leadership characteristics in their ministry. I
coached two selected pastors and their leadership teams for approximately six months.

Description of the Evaluation
The following describes the evaluation method applied, interpretation and
conclusions of the data compiled (chapter 5), and intervention outcomes drawn from that
data.

Evaluation Method
The overall strategy employed in the project was based on an assessment of
congregational health utilizing the NCD survey. The evaluation method was
quantitatively reflected in measuring the impact of coaching two pastors and their teams
in addressing the obstacles for church growth identified by the survey. The intervention
commenced by conducting the NCD survey and concluded by conducting the second
NCD survey at the end of implementation. In order to complete the study, collecting the
necessary data and its evaluation took approximately six months. The effectiveness of the
implementation was proposed to be measured by an increase in the congregational
average health score on the NCD survey. The main objective was a change in the culture
of multiplication measured by the increase of the score on questions on the survey related
to multiplication.
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Furthermore, the coaching method and strategy were considered in relation to the
desired outcomes. Quantitative and qualitative evaluation methods were employed as
reflected in the outcomes and recommendations.

Outcomes
As indicated in chapter 5, in both churches, analysis of the second NCD survey
results confirmed the projected outcome. The average multiplication theme score
improved. In addition to the NCD survey results, I observed other indicators confirming
the release of multiplication potential.
Church A doubled small groups, and each small group leader committed to
training a new leader with a desire to start a new group. Furthermore, the church started
major church building and property renovations with the missional goal of making the
church more appealing to the community. Additionally, the pastor and the leadership
team joyfully accepted the challenge of becoming the sponsoring church for a center of
influence and church plant.
Church B’s pastor and elders modelled empowering leadership by providing new
opportunities and delegating members to participate in church activities. For example, the
midweek prayer meeting was creatively planned to involve more members, and new
members were given leadership responsibilities. The entire church committed to a 30-day
divine appointments challenge, and testimony time was set aside during divine service for
members to share their experiences. The church board developed a new vision to utilize
the conference-owned building next to the church and start a community outreach
initiative. According to the pastor, the youth in the church experienced a revival.
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The desirable outcome revealed a dependence on the Holy Spirit’s leading and an
optimistic faith-based attitude of pastors, church leaders and members of both churches.
According to Kidder (2011), “the most important ingredient in church growth is to have a
winning attitude based on faith and trust in God (p. 31).”

Summary of Other Conclusions
In addition to the conclusions reached from the intervention data (chapter 5), the
overarching conclusion will be informed by a brief summary of the theological,
theoretical, and methodological conclusions reached in chapters 2, 3, and 4.

Theological Conclusions: Chapter 2
The theological research revealed that the principle of multiplication was present
throughout the Scriptures. It was established in Creation and became the God-given and
divinely appointed preferable method for growth. The multiplication principle remained
in nature after the fall and represented the sign of God’s presence. The principle of
growth was not only seen in plants and living organisms; multiplication was also the sign
of God’s faithfulness toward His chosen people and nation. It has been a sign of blessing
and divine guidance.
Furthermore, in the New Testament, Jesus used the principle of natural
development by multiplication in healthy environments and organisms to describe His
Kingdom’s growth. In the Great Commission, Jesus reinforced the growth by
multiplication by establishing disciple-making as an essential task of His disciples in the
generations to come. According to the Scriptural research, every believer should be
involved in disciple-making processes by being discipled and disciple an individual to
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Christian maturity. The sign of Christian maturity and a believer’s good spiritual health is
intentional engagement in spiritual empowerment through disciple-making (Moore, 2012,
p. 42).
In addition, the Scriptures revealed that the early church grew exponentially by
multiplication by the empowerment of the Holy Spirit. I believe that the God-given
principle of growth by multiplication is a manifestation of the presence of the Holy Spirit
in healthy congregations. Churches should periodically assess their health, intentionall y
remove obstacles to growth, and automatically release the growth potential. The research
affirmed the NCD survey as a valuable tool for evaluating a church’s health and
identifying impediments for growth.
Moreover, Scriptural research affirmed the coaching principle found in Jesus’
ministry, the ministry of the apostles, and that of Early Church leaders (RansbottomStallons, 2017, pp. 38-66).

Theoretical Conclusions: Chapter 3
The review of the theological literature led to the conclusion that it takes more
than a strategy to lead a church to optimal health and release the God-given potential of
growth through multiplication. It needs an intentional process that includes defining
reality by a pastor as a change agent through the employment of assessment tools,
developing a strategy with biblical mission, and vision informed by the assessment
results analysis and its implementation. A healthy church engages in processes that
generate the culture change essential to fulfilling the mission. I concluded that a highly
effective and healthy Christian community of faith or church has a vital disciple-making
culture. The example of healthy churches confirmed the presence of the empowering
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leadership and intentional fulfilment of the Great Commission “glocally” through
disciple-making.
Furthermore, the literature review discovered that effective coaching of pastors as
agents of change would lead their congregations to health improvement and release the
God-given potential for growth by multiplication. Finally, effective coaching in ministry
is Christ-centered, missional, and peer-coach driven.

Methodological Conclusions: Chapter 4
Following theological and theoretical foundations for the project, I proposed the
strategy and process in leading churches to develop a culture of multiplication by
removing the obstacles for growth. Emphasis was placed on the coaching of pastors
throughout the designed process that would, in the end, result in increased congregational
health and culture change. The proposed method would bring the projected outcome if
the eight phases were followed:
1. Creating Awareness of the Necessity for the Initiative to Improve Growth
2. Selection of Participating Congregations
3. Receiving Conference Approval
4. Receiving Congregational Approval
5. Method of identifying Church Health Using the NCD Survey
6. Processing the Survey Results
7. Developing the Strategy of Increasing Church Health
8. Coaching Plan for Leading Pastors and Local Church
The proposed method led to the expected outcome and affirmed the eight-stage
process as recommended. I strongly recommend employing all implementation phases in
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a particular order to ensure the desired outcome and maintain a positive experience
during the intervention. I discovered that coaching relationships early established with
pastors were instrumental and essential in initiating and accomplishing the
implementation. Coaching effectiveness depends on a coach and coachee relationship
which should be driven by the coachees’ ministry performance, an increase of the
church’s health, and the coach’s respect towards the coachee.

Overarching Conclusions
According to Mills (2009), the Seventh-day Adventist congregations that employ
the NCD survey and address the minimum factor will automatically grow (p. 109).
However, Mills’ research did not specify the minimum time needed for the congregation
to show improvement. This study confirmed that the average church health score would
improve within six months if the minimum factor was addressed.
In addition, the NCD survey effectively measured the congregational culture of
multiplication. The study showed that the church’s health improvement resulted in the
increase of the church’s multiplication potential.
Furthermore, when asked to participate in the research, most pastors were not
prepared to engage in the process that would assess the church’s health and define the
church’s current reality. In addition, I discovered that not all pastors and churches were
aware of the NCD survey. I concluded that a visionary pastor willing to be coached is
essential to completing the NCD church health assessment successfully. It was also
observed that members, especially youth, showed increased interest in the process and
willingness to participate. In discussion with pastors and their leadership teams, it was
concluded that defining the congregational reality by employing the NCD survey and
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implementing the strategy was inspirational for members and served as a church revival
contributor.
I also discovered that coaching sessions were longer than initially planned and
covered various areas not directly related to the intervention, but that were related to the
ministry and professional development. Both coachees concluded that there was a need
for coaching in ministry and expressed a desire to continue the coaching relationship as
needed.

Personal Transformation
The project and implementation significantly impacted me spiritually and
professionally. Particularly in coaching relationships with both pastors, I depended on the
guidance of the Holy Spirit. Despite consulting the literature on coaching and attending
coaching training to improve coaching skills, I depended mainly on prayer and listening
to ask the right questions that would lead a coachee to a favourable outcome. I invested
myself emotionally during the intervention process; however, I benefited greatly from the
pastors’ kindness and friendships. During the intervention, I implemented new steps in
processing the NCD results and gained enhanced knowledge about measuring the
congregational health related to multiplication.

Recommendations
The research confirmed that growth in a church automatically accrues once the
cultivation is in place and the obstacles for growth are removed. The Seventh-day
Adventist churches led by their pastors will have to be more intentional in defining that
reality periodically. The study revealed that the church’s health improved, and the God-
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given potential of multiplication was released. Informed and enriched by the study, I
would like to offer the following recommendations:
1. Local church leaders should accept the challenge of defining their church’s
reality and implementing a strategy to remove obstacles for growth by employing the
NCD survey led by an experienced coach.
2. Pastors should become change agents and visionary leaders by modelling
growth in ministry and exercising empowerment leadership. They should invest
intentionally in developing leaders in churches who embrace innovative ministry
approaches that lead to church health improvement and fulfillment of the Great
Commission through disciple-making. Pastors should exercise humility and prayerfully
consider assistance from a coach while engaging in church assessment and strategy
development and implementation that lead to multiplication.
3. The Seventh-day Adventist Conferences should develop an action plan to
encourage periodic congregational health assessments. Moreover, a Conference should
make the NCD assessment mandatory for companies before being organized into a
church and subsidize up to 50% of the NCD survey cost. Each Conference should assign
the church growth and revitalization director responsible for developing a coaching track
to train pastors on how to conduct the church health assessment utilizing the NCD
survey. In addition, coaching in the ministry-conference system should be implemented,
and peer-coaching should be encouraged.
4. The Seventh-day Adventist Unions should provide an opportunity for
Conferences to exchange best practices, share data, and inspire an innovative approach to
ministry.
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5. The Seventh-day Adventist Educational Entities that train pastors should
include mandatory field experience in their curriculum. Furthermore, visionary pastors
who are effective practitioners in growing their local churches or church growth directors
should be included as instructors for third and fourth-year ministry students.
6. The Seventh-day Adventist Divisions should promote innovative and effective
church growth practices to Union and Conference administrations and host revitalization
and church growth conventions or boot camps to create a unified platform for utilizing
the most effective church growth practices fostering the Adventist movement heritage.

Final Thoughts
The main focus of this pilot project was to identify and implement an intervention
that would lead a congregation to experience the God-given potential growth by
multiplication. The study revealed that a pastor is an agent of change and, when
empowered by a coach with the guidance of the Holy Spirit, he or she can be
instrumental in improving congregational health within six months. A church led by the
Holy Spirit should constantly strive for exponential growth realized by fulfilling the
Great Commission and embracing the disciple-making method. The research affirmed
that only when the human part is done and discovered obstacles are addressed will the
God-given potential of growth by multiplication be automatically released.
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APPENDIX A

ONTARIO CONFERENCE GUIDELINES FOR ESTABLISHING
NEW CONGREGATIONS

*Approved by the Church Growth & Evangelism Committee on November 20, 2013
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APPENDIX B

FOUR TYPES OF CHURCH ASSESSMENT INDICATORS

MULTIPLYING CHURCH:
•
•
•

Sponsored a church plant in the last seven years
=>7% of attendance in annual baptisms (includes daughter churches)
=>7% annual attendance growth (includes daughter churches)

•
•

Some other clues might be:
Median age of membership is less than 50.
NCD score of 65 or above

GROWING CHURCH:
•
•

Over > 4% annual growth in annual attendance
Over > 4% of attendance in annual growth in baptisms
Some other clues might be:

•
•

Median age of membership is less than 50.
NCD score of 50-65

PLATEAUING CHURCH:
•
•

0-4% annual growth in attendance per year and/or;
0-4% of attendance in annual growth in baptisms
Some other clues might be:

•
•

Median age of membership is less than 50-65
NCD score of 35-50

DECLINING CHURCH:
•
•

Attendance is decreasing or;
No baptisms in the last two years
Some other clues might be:

•
•

Median age of membership is greater than 60
NCD score of less than 35

*Approved by the Chruch Growth Committee on September 24, 2020
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APPENDIX C

LETTERS

LOCAL CHURCH BOARD LETTER OF INTENT

ANDREWS UNIVERSITY
Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary
Christian Ministry Department
Program: Leading for Growth and Church Multiplication
LETTER OF INTENT
I am conducting a research study as part of my Doctor of Ministry project in partial
fulfillment for my DMin at Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan. Your
participation in this study is greatly appreciated.
Research Title : “THE PILOT PROJECT FOR A CONFERENCE-WIDE CHURCH
MULTIPLICATION INITIATIVE IN THE ONTARIO CONFERENCE OF THE
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH”
Purpose of Study: The purpose of this Doctor of Ministry project is to increase the
church health that leads to multiplication. The task of this project is to develop,
implement, and evaluate the pilot project of churches that will initiate a culture of
multiplication in the Ontario Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
Duration of participation in the study: It expected that the study would take up to six
months before it is completed and will require the following:
1) Conducting the Natural Church Development Surveys - Two NCD surveys
will be conducted during the study. The first survey at the beginning of the
research, and the second after six months. Results will be shared with the board
and church at the business meeting.
2) Use of Natural Church Development and the Conference TMI Resources:
The Natural Church Development Materials and the Conference TMI resources
will be provided to the church board member/ministry leaders during the study.
Benefits: As a result of this research, the church is expected to become healthier using
the Natural Church Development process. Furthermore, the concept of multiplication will
be released through the development of disciple-making culture. A congregation may
experience an increase in membership involvement, attendance, community involvement,
and baptisms. Also, leaders may initiate a community church planting project.
Risks: Participation is completely voluntary; In order to assist the pastor and the research
itself, there will be a coaching covenant that will detail the coaching relationship; There
are no guarantees that the congregation will increase in the NCD church health score. By
signing the coaching covenant, the conference representative will acknowledge that
participation in this research has no negative impact on your ministry and employment.
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Confidentiality: As it relates to confidentiality, the participation in the research will have
generic identifiers (e.g. Church A, or Church B,) in the research based upon where the
church is located. It is expected that the Doctor of Ministry project itself will be
published online within the Doctor of Ministry project available online through the James
White Library at Andrews University. Furthermore, a bound copy may be printed for
library and personal use. The information of the church and pastor may be held by the
researcher on his Laptop and cell phone (both password protected) but will not be shared
with others; these devices stay with the researcher at all times. The researcher may want
to contact pastors for follow-up research.
Contact: For any further questions regarding the study, feel free to contact the advisor of
Jakov Bibulovic, Dr. Tom Evan at Tom.Evans@oc.npuc.org, or me by phone (647) 6339660, or via email: jbibulovic@adventistontario.org. The Institutional Review Board at
Andrews University may be contacted at (269) 471-6361 or irb@andrews.edu.
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LOCAL CHURCH NCD SURVEY INVITATION LETTER

Date
____________________
27

that He might present her to Himself a glorious church, not having spot or wrinkle or
any such thing, but that she should be holy and without blemish.
Ephesians 5:27

Greetings in Christ,
According to the Scripture and the Spirit of prophecy, God’s desire for His church
is to experience vibrant health. As an organic entity, the church can, therefore, also enjoy
good or not so good health. _____________church envisions being a healthy church. We
seek health to reach the harvest and, in turn, bring honour and glory to God. For the same
reasons, the Ontario Conference encourages churches to take the NCD Survey (Natural
Church Development) as a tool to help churches look in the mirror and identify “what is
really going on in our churches”?
The church board voted to implement the principles of the NCD Survey and
improve our health. At the start of the whole implementation process, it is essential to get
a baseline reading of our congregational health.
On behalf of the church board, you are kindly asked to take part in the congregational
health survey, donating 30’ min. of your time on ______________ after divine service.
We would like to have all members identified to take the survey at the same time. This
will guarantee that the survey will be adequately explained, all questions answered, and
be completed in one day.
The questionnaires are evaluated anonymously. The data will help us identify our
weaknesses and strengths and scientifically understand our maximum and minimum
factors. Addressing minimum factors will directly reflect on our health, spiritual, and
physical growth.
Thank you for your willingness to help your church to be a healthy growing
congregation!
Yours in Christ,
On behalf of the church board
Pastor
__________________________
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COVER LETTER AS SUBSTITUTE FOR CONSENT FORM

Date ________________
Letter of Intention
This letter is to express appreciation for your willingness to take part in the
congregation health survey. The questionnaires are evaluated anonymously. The data
collected will help identify weaknesses, strengths and scientifically understand the
maximum and minimum factors of church health.
In addition to assisting your church in getting the baseline reading of
congregational health, the process and data collected will be a part of a Doctor of
Ministry project.
ANDREWS UNIVERSITY
Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary
Christian Ministry Department
Doctor in Ministry Program
Leading for Growth and Church Multiplication
Researcher: Pastor Jakov Bibulovic is the Ontario Conference Church Growth and
Evangelism Director and Vice-President for Administration/Executive Secretary
About the Research: I am conducting a research study as part of my Doctor of Ministry
project in partial fulfillment for my DMin at Andrews University, Berrien Springs,
Michigan. Your participation in this study is much appreciated.
Research Title : “THE PILOT PROJECT FOR A CONFERENCE-WIDE CHURCH
MULTIPLICATION INITIATIVE IN THE ONTARIO CONFERENCE OF THE
SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST CHURCH”
Purpose of Study: The purpose of this Doctor of Ministry project is to increase church
health that leads to multiplication. The task of this project is to develop, implement, and
evaluate the pilot project of churches that will initiate a culture of multiplication in the
Ontario Conference of the Seventh-day Adventist Church.
By returning the survey/questionnaire serves as a form of implied consent.
Thank you for contributing to the healthy growth of our church.
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APPENDIX D

NCD SURVEY STORY GUIDE

CHURCH A
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CHURCH B
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APPENDIX E

COACHING COVENANT

COACHING COVENANT
Pastor:

_______________________________________

Name of Congregation:

_______________________________________

Contact Info: Phone #s:

_______________________________________

E-mail:

_______________________________________

Researcher:

____________________________________

Contact Info: Phone #s:

____________________________________

E-mail:

____________________________________

Commitment of Pastor/Coachee:
• To actively and consistently lead in the process of the leading church to create a
disciple-making culture.
Commitment of Researcher/Coach:
• To come alongside, uplift, support, and encourage pastor/coachee who will lead in
the process of creating the disciple-making culture.
Joint commitments:
3) Meeting Frequency:
We’ll meet once or twice per month for 30-60 minutes each session by phone or
video with adequate privacy (e.g. a quiet place to minimize distractions).
4) Length of Coaching Relationship:
We’re committing to work together in a coaching relationship for sufficient time
to enable the pastor’s/coachee’s leadership in the process that leads to an increase
of the church health score.
5) Schedule:
We will respect each other’s schedules by making every effort to hold
rescheduling and cancellations to a minimum and give adequate notice if
rescheduling (1-2 days minimum)
6) Initiative:
If I cannot meet expectations or make a meeting, I will take the initiative to let
you know and reschedule with as much notice as possible (24 hours minimum).
7) Use of Natural Church Development and the Conference TMI Resources:
The Natural Church Development Materials and the Conference TMI resources
will be provided to the pastor/coachee to be used as a guide in the process.
8) NCD Empowerment Test:
The coachee will complete a leadership empowerment assessment.
I commit to the above expectations in this coaching relationship.
Coaching covenant date: __________________
_____________
Pastor

____________________
Researcher
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____________________
Conference Representative
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